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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION, VISION STATEMENT, AND GOALS
AND OBJECTIVES

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Although the nation and many parts of the world are continuing to struggle to relieve themselves
from the hardships of this latest economic recession, the George Washington Region (Virginia
Planning District 16) is still the fastest growing region in the commonwealth of Virginia. For
reference, the George Washington Region consists of Caroline, King George, Spotsylvania and
Stafford Counties as well as the City of Fredericksburg. Population increases continue to bring
pressure and stress on all forms of infrastructure in the region, none more notably than the
transportation system. If the current projections looking out over the next 30 years come to fruition
the situation is only going to get worse. Figure 1, below, indicates the forecasted population for the
GWRC Region up to 2040. Figure 2 on the following page is a breakdown of the regional
population data.
Figure 1
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Figure 2

George Washington Region
Total Population Figures and Forecasts 2010 - 2040
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% of
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5.4%
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33,615
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*Population Forecast Estimate Source: George Washington Regional Commission 2012
^Population Forecast Estimate Source: Weldon Cooper Center for Public Services – University of Virginia 2012
Virginia

The population of the GW Region is slated to increase to a figure well over a half million people. In
order to accommodate this anticipated increase, elected officials, state, regional, and local
government employees must begin to think about and conceive planning protocols to furnish
bicycle and pedestrian facilities as well as assimilate bicycle and pedestrian travel with other modes
of transportation. Rather than having bicycle and pedestrian facilities planning considered an
afterthought behind facilities designed exclusively for motor-vehicle use, they should be treated with
equal attention. The rendering of bicycle and pedestrian facilities in the George Washington Region
will serve an integral role in the future transportation network by offering a variety of modal choices;
diminish local traffic volumes; provide an increased access to transit facilities,
employment/commercial centers, historical and cultural areas, recreational and educational facilities,
residential areas, and broadly elevating the Region’s all encompassing quality of life.
Under present conditions, the GW Region is not conducive to bicycle and pedestrian travel. Barring
the City of Fredericksburg, the lack of facilities, ancillary amenities, and continually swelling traffic
volumes on local roadways all supply to the poor cycling and walking conditions in the Region.
According to the 2006-2010 American Community Survey Selected Population Tables roughly 2%
of 154,185 individuals sampled in the GW Region reported walking or cycling to work. This is
somewhat below 2011 the national average of 3.4%.1
A secure, thorough bicycle and pedestrian distribution system is a vital aspect of every transportation
network. Apart from the obvious health benefits associated with cycling and walking, these
activities can be utilized as a viable means of transportation, more importantly in the urbanized
environs. With proper planning measures and roadway design bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure
can also be implemented in suburban areas where appropriate.
This update to the Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian plan represents a coordinated effort among the
George Washington Regional Planning Commission (GWRC), the Fredericksburg Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization (FAMPO), regional localities, and local bicycle and pedestrian
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activists to provide information and guidance, as well as additional support in the form of
encouragement, and facilitate the development of a safe, comprehensive, and connected regional
network of on-road and off-road bicycle and pedestrian corridors and related facilities.
To assist with the planning process FAMPO has re-established the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory
Committee composed of staff, local and state government employees, interested organizations
(Spotsylvania Greenways Initiative, Fredericksburg Pathway Partners, etc.) and interested citizens.
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee acts as an advisory panel to help guide the planning
process and to review recommendations made by GWRC staff.
1.2 PURPOSE
This Plan will become a component of FAMPO’s 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) as
required by Section 217 of Title 23 of the U.S. Code, which calls for “the integration of bicycling and
walking into the transportation mainstream. More importantly, it enhances the ability of communities to invest in
projects that can improve the safety and practicality of bicycling and walking for everyday travel.”
The 2040 LRTP will build upon the planning policies identified in FAMPO’s 2035 LRTP, as well as
new planning processes the organization is implementing to tackle an ever changing transportation
landscape.
This plan takes a comprehensive approach to bicycle and pedestrian planning by:
Identifying existing facilities/conditions within the region, establishing recommendations for
specific roadway improvements that will link users to desired destinations/services;
Identification of Bicycle User Groups;
A proposed regional primary system that will act as a connector between localities in the
region as well as other PDC’s via the East Coast Greenway, U.S. Bike Route 1, Potomac
Heritage National Scenic Trail, etc.);
A comprehensive set of VDOT and AASHTO (American Association of State Highway
Transportation Officials) design guidelines;
A prioritized implementation schedule;
Strategies for improving bicycle and pedestrian safety;
A complete account of available funding sources and opportunities;
Provide a website to act as a clearinghouse for established trails in the region;
A cost estimate plan; and
A sample maintenance schedule for current and future bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
1.3 STUDY AREA
The Study Area of this plan is the entire George Washington Region: Planning District 16 (PDC 16).
The Region includes Caroline, King George, Spotsylvania, and Stafford Counties, as well as the City
of Fredericksburg. The Region is located in northern Virginia, approximately 50 miles south of
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Washington, DC and 50 miles north of Richmond. Interstate 95 bisects the region from north to
south and runs through Caroline, Spotsylvania, and Stafford counties, as well as the City of
Fredericksburg. Please refer to Map 1 on the next page for a visual representation of the study area.
The George Washington Region: PDC 16 is bordered to the north by the Northern Virginia
Planning Commission: PDC 8 and the Rappahannock-Rapidan Planning Commission: PDC 9; to
the south by the Richmond Regional Planning Commission: PDC 15, and the Northern Neck
Planning Commission: PDC 17; and to the west by the Thomas Jefferson Planning Commission:
PDC 10.
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Map 1
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1.4 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
The George Washington Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian plan was developed in a public process by
means of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Group (BPAC). The BPAC includes staff from the
jurisdictions located within the study area as well as advocacy groups and concerned citizens.
Members of the public were also encouraged to attend meetings of the BPAC by means of public
advertisements in local paper news media and on the internet via social media sites such as
Facebook.
The existing Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan was adopted as part of the adoption of the 2035 George
Washington Regional Long Range Transportation Plan on January 26, 2009 and serves as a
foundation for this iteration of the plan. In addition, the Spotsylvania Trailways Master Plan and
comprehensive plans from the regional localities were utilized in order to form a complete
document illustrating the current and needed multi-modal infrastructure identified in this plan.
The public involvement portion of this plan was incorporated into the overall public outreach for
the 2040 George Washington Regional Long Range Transportation Plan. Community endorsement
of a plan is critical to the long term success of the recommended bicycle and pedestrian network
improvements and for the ability of the regional localities to implement measures to uphold the
plan. Agencies, stakeholders, and the general public were encouraged to provide input as shown in
Table 2 pictured below.

Event/Meeting

Timing

BPAC Meetings

February 2012, Kick-off Meeting
April 2012, Regularly Scheduled Meeting
June 2012, Regularly Scheduled Meeting
July 2012, Brief Network Update
August 2012, Regularly Scheduled Meeting
October 2012, Regularly Scheduled Meeting
Date TBD
Date TBD

FTC Committee
FAMPO Policy Committee
1.5 VISION STATEMENT

The Vision of the George Washington Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan is to develop a
comprehensive, destination oriented network of safe, interconnected bicycle and pedestrian
amenities.
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1.6 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Goal 1:

Develop a complete network of walking and bicycling facilities throughout the
greater George Washington Region with connections to facilities outside of the
region.
Objectives:
Ensure the George Washington Regional Commission’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan Update
and those bicycle and pedestrian plans from GWRC member jurisdictions are consistent
with each other;
Provide bicycle and pedestrian access to and from destination areas (e.g. residential,
commercial, educational, recreational, historical and cultural areas, etc.) throughout the
region;
Provide direct access to destination areas;
Provide ancillary facilities to support the bicycle and pedestrian transportation network;
Mitigate existing barriers along the identified routes;
Incorporate provisions for bicycle and pedestrian facilities where appropriate in roadway
construction/improvement, and land development projects;
Provide bicycle and pedestrian access to transit facilities;
Determine which types of improvements (e.g. shared-use paths, bicycle lanes, paved
shoulders, sharrows, etc.) are best suited for each route;
Ensure that regional connectivity to surrounding regions and the East Coast Greenway are
addressed accordingly.
Goal 2

Ensure that the network of bicycle and pedestrian facilities is widely accessible and
safe for all users.
Objectives:
Maintain and improve existing bicycle and pedestrian facilities to ensure safety;
Provide a system that accommodates the skill level of all users;
Minimize conflicts between cyclists, pedestrians, and motor vehicles;
Implement a network of on-road improvements that meets or exceeds the American
Association of State Highways and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and VDOT design
standards;
Implement a set of design standards for off-road facilities that will facilitate construction of
the proposed projects;
Implement traffic calming techniques where needed;
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Provide proper signage, markings, and signalization to assure safe and easy usage of the
network;
Keep bicycle and pedestrian facilities free of obstructions;
Encourage localities and local law enforcement to keep detailed records of accident data
involving bicycles and pedestrians so that GWRC can accurately address problem areas and
provide solutions in the network;
Design a bicycle and pedestrian transportation network that addresses the needs of utilitarian
and recreational users alike;
Ensure the system is Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant.
Goal 3:

Develop strategies to increase public awareness of bicycling and walking as viable,
safe transportation alternatives, as well as the rights and responsibilities of bicyclist,
pedestrians, and motorists.
Objectives:
Involve the public in the bicycle and pedestrian facility planning process through visioning
sessions, public surveys, outreach, etc.;
Increase public awareness of cyclists and pedestrians through: educational outreach,
informational brochures, transportation and tourism maps of the region, etc.;
Encourage the enforcement of posted speed limits on all roads in the region, especially those
with bicycle and pedestrian facilities along the route;
Work with local law enforcement to hold educational programs and develop a public
awareness campaign for children and adults focusing on traffic laws that affect bicyclists,
pedestrians, and motorists alike;
Work with private organizations to facilitate public outreach as well as facility maintenance,
and to seek funding opportunities from private sector donors.
Goal 4:

Assist the George Washington Region’s localities and private organizations in the
implementations, design, finance, and construction of the recommended facilities.
Objectives:
Identify federal, state, and local legislation, programs, and policies that affect bicycle and
pedestrian traffic;
Develop a prioritized short, medium, and long term listing of bicycle and pedestrian projects
based on a regional consensus;
Develop a cost estimate plan with realistic and specific cost estimates for each improvement
that coincides with the implementation timeline;
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Develop a comprehensive list of funding programs from private and public sector entities;
Maintain the ability to implement any phase of the network should funding for a particular
project or portion of a project become available;
Devise a maintenance schedule for current and future bicycle and pedestrian facilities that
will identify and implement funding sources and a definition of recommended
responsibilities by each jurisdiction;
Continuously amend FAMPO’s Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) to include
bicycle and pedestrian projects.
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SECTION 2: PLANNING BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN
IMPROVEMENTS AND FACILITIES
There are many factors to consider when planning both on-road as well as off-road bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. This section will outline and describe these considerations.

2.1 USER CHARACTERISTICS

Bicyclists
The skill level of bicycle users is an important
factor in designing bicycle facilities.
More
experienced or “expert” cyclists are confident
riding on busy, high speed roads that may or may
not have designated bicycle facilities. Most riders
feel safer using roads with a comfortable amount
of operating space, designated bicycle lanes, lower
volumes of traffic, and slower speed limits, or
separate shared-use paths all together. Children
often have very good bicycle handling skills but do not have an understanding of traffic laws and
lack the experience many older riders may have. Based on these assumptions AASHTO has defined
three types of bicycle users (A, B, & C) to aid in determining the impact of different facility types
and roadway conditions on cyclists.

Group A
Advanced or experienced riders generally using their bicycles as they would a motor vehicle.
They are riding for convenience and speed and want direct access to destinations with a minimum of
detour or delay. They are comfortable riding with motor vehicle traffic, however they need
sufficient operating space on the traveled way or shoulder to eliminate the need for either
themselves or passing motorists to shift position.

Group B
Basic (novice) or less confident adult riders use their bicycles for transportation but prefer to
avoid roads with fast and busy motor vehicle traffic unless there is ample roadway width to allow
easy overtaking by faster motor vehicles. Thus, basic riders are comfortable riding on neighborhood
streets and shared-use paths and prefer designated on-road facilities such as bicycle lanes or wide
shoulders.
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Group C
Children, riding on their own or with a parent, may not travel as fast as their adult counterparts, but
still require access to key destinations in the community such as schools, libraries, parks, and
recreation facilities. Residential streets with low motor vehicle speeds, linked with shared-use paths
and busier streets with well-defined pavement markings between bicycles and motor vehicles can
accommodate children without encouraging them to ride in the travel lane of major arterials.

Pedestrians
A transportation network should accommodate a
variety of pedestrians; from children to adults/seniors,
and persons with special needs. Safety of pedestrians
who are often unprotected and the most vulnerable to
traffic including bicycles is of utmost importance. A
safe pedestrian system includes a separate network of
facilities that provide some degree of protection to the
user, is free from impediments, and is visible to traffic.
Persons with disabilities such as those with ambulatory
impairments, hearing impairments, and vision
impairments need to be factored into the planning and
design of pedestrian facilities. Community outreach
and information programs are crucial to any community
determined to develop safe walking conditions.
Automobile traffic is the largest threat to pedestrians;
both educational and physical improvements should
include drivers as well as pedestrians.
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2.2 FACILITY TYPES

Bicycle Facilities
Choosing bicycle facility types is dependent on many factors, including the targeted user group,
corridor conditions (urban vs. suburban vs. rural), and facility costs. These general descriptions
below provide an overview of each facility and general design standards.
Shared-Use Roadways. These are routes that do
not feature a designated bike lane. Nearly any road
can be a shared-use road, but some are better
suited than others. High speeds, high traffic
volumes, high truck traffic, and poor visibility can
reduce the suitability of a road for bike and
pedestrian traffic. By signing a road as a shareduse road it should indicate to the cyclists this
particular road provides advantages that are not
present on other roads (lower speeds and traffic
volumes, attractions, connectivity, etc.).
Bicycles are susceptible to surface irregularities, so it is important that such roads
do keep the surface smooth and regular. Bridges, overpasses, and tunnels must be
sufficiently wide for cyclists to safely use them. Places for bicycles and cars to
enter and exit the road safely must be planned. To alert motorists to the presence
of bicycles appropriate signage, such as “Share the Road” signs can be placed along the corridor.
Bike Lanes - These are on-road facilities specifically installed
for bicyclists to operate in and they can be typically found in
urban and suburban settings. Designated bicycle lanes are
intended to delineate the right-of-way (ROW) that is designated
for bicycle travel. AASHTO as well as VDOT standards state
that the minimum width for a bicycle lane is four (4) feet from
the edge of the gutter pan and five (5) feet from the face of the
curb. On roads with no curb and gutter the minimum width of
the bicycle lane should be four (4) feet.
Bike lanes provide a safe route for bicyclists and reduce
interaction between automobiles and bicycles. It is important
that bike lanes not terminate suddenly, leaving bicyclists with no place
to go forward safely. It is also important that intersections are
appropriately marked to reduce dangerous interactions between
motorists and bicyclists.
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Paved Shoulders - Roads with paved shoulders function similarly to roads with bike lanes. The
shoulders on the outermost lanes are paved to a width of at least four (4) feet. Appropriate signage,
such as “Share the Road” signage, ought to be in
place to alert drivers to the potential of bicyclists
along the roadway. Paved shoulders can be one of
the best and most effective ways of
accommodating bicyclists in rural areas. In areas
where motor vehicle speeds exceed 50 MPH and
there is a high percentage of heavy truck traffic,
additional shoulder width (in excess of four (4)
feet) will be more appropriate.
Shoulders also serve as a margin of error for
drivers and will often contain “rumble strips” to
warn the motorists of lane departure. The
presence of rumble strips does not automatically
disqualify the shoulder as a potential bike lane, but there
should be a minimum of four (4) feet of smooth pavement
beyond the strips for bicycles to operate. There should also
be periodic breaks in the rumble strips to allow for safe
ingress and egress of bicyclists to and from the shoulder.

White Oak Rd. Wide Shoulders

Wide Curb Lanes - Wide curb lanes are an alternative to paved shoulders or bike lanes that are
usually preferred in more urbanized areas where shoulders are generally not provided. A commonly
used rule of 14 feet usable lane widths is recommended for a wide curb lane. In addition, wide curb
lanes provide more maneuvering room when drivers are
entering or exiting from driveways or other areas with
limited sight distance.
Wide curb lanes are often accompanied by potential
problems, but are useful in areas where a shoulder or bike
lane would not be feasible. The wide lanes are often wide
enough to accommodate side-by-side vehicles, and could
potentially be used for on street parking. Either
practice could be unsafe for automobiles and
bicycles. There are some advocates who claim that
when properly used they encourage bicyclists and
motorists to more stringently follow traffic safety
laws concerning bicycles.

Courthouse Rd., Spotsylvania Co., Curb Lane
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Shared-Use Paths - Shared-use paths are facilities on continuous right-of-way that are physically
separated from motorized vehicle traffic by a barrier, buffer, or open space. These facilities are
designed to accommodate a variety of users, including bicyclists, walkers, runners, roller skaters, etc.
These facilities can be used for short connections, such as a neighborhood to a school, or as a key
corridor spine through an entire community or region (e.g. the Virginia Central Railway corridor).
The availability of public right-of-way is often the key factor when considering a shared-use path. If
public right-of-way is not available, shareduse paths will require more funding and land
coordination than on-road accommodations.
Under most conditions the recommended
width of a bi-directional shared-use path is
10 feet. However, there are certain conditions
that would warrant an increased width of 12 to
14 feet. These conditions include high traffic
volume, use by large maintenance vehicles and
steep grades. Since bicyclists and pedestrians
do not have to contend with motorized vehicles
(excluding intersections with roads), they are
popular with less advanced riders, though
Belmont – Ferry Farm Trail, Stafford Co.
advanced riders certainly can and do use them.
Often they connect places that would otherwise be inaccessible to bicyclists and pedestrians via the
existing road network. All shared-use paths should be Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
compliant.
Shared-use paths should not frequently cross roads; when they
do, they often require special consideration. Bicyclists and
motorists should be warned of an oncoming intersection, and
the intersection should be designed with features to make
crossings safer. Such improvements include crosswalks, stop
signs, stop lights, hawk signals*, or in some cases, an overpass
or underpass.
Intersection Markings - Intersections tend to be the most
likely place that a bicycle-motorized vehicle incident will occur.
Marking intersections properly can reduce accidents by making
motorists more aware of the presence of bicyclists. An example
of a marked intersection with a bike lane is shown to the right.
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Raised Intersection - Essentially, this functions as a speed
table for an entire intersection. The central portion of the
intersection is raised, forcing approaching traffic to reduce
speed. Since the traffic is forced to reduce speed, it makes the
intersection safer for bicyclists and pedestrians to execute a safe
crossing.

Sign, Signal, and Pavement Marking Improvements - Signs, traffic signals, and pavement
markings all provide important information to pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists. Signing and
marking bike routes and crosswalks encourages their use by bicyclists and also alerts motorists to the
presence of cyclists and pedestrians. Traffic signals and timing optimization make it safer to cross a
street without having to wait for a vehicle to
activate the light cycle.

Prince Edward St. ‘Sharrow’
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Off-Road Trails/Nature Trails - Off-road trails and
natural trails are often non-paved trails that may or may
not be suitable for bicycle travel. They are often located
along abandoned railway beds, natural areas, floodplains,
rivers and streams, etc. and have natural surfaces that
follow the contours of the terrain. When developing offroad/natural trails it is imperative to consider
environmental impacts the trail may present, such as: soil
erosion, drainage issues, crossing wetlands/water
impoundments, trail markings, etc.
There are no established guidelines for the region for
developing nature trails, however, there are when there is
state or federal funding (i.e. grants, ear marks, etc.) used
to plan or construct the trail. If state or federal funding
is used the trail must adhere to state/federal design
Salamander Loop Trail, Spotsylvania Co.
guidelines. The majority of the nature trails in the region
are found in state and county parks with the exception of federally maintained trails in the
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park locations throughout the region. The City
of Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County have a number of nature trails located within their
confines. In Fredericksburg these trails are maintained by City Staff as well as the Fredericksburg
Pathway Partners, (www.pathwaypartners.org) a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization. In Spotsylvania
County these trails are maintained by the Spotsylvania Greenways Initiative,
(www.spotsylvaniagreenways.org) also a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization and by Spotsylvania
County Parks and Recreation staff on County property.
Ancillary Facilities - Ancillary facilities support bicycle use and are vital in a successful bicycle
network. These facilities include bicycle parking facilities (short-term, long-term, and secure
facilities such as bicycle transit stations) as well as bicycle repair stations located periodically along
the network.
Bicycle transit stations are a relatively new concept
in the United States. There are a number of cities
located across the county that are successfully
operating bicycle transit facilities. These cities
include: Seattle, WA; Long Beach, Berkley,
Embarcadero, and Palo Alto, CA; Chicago, IL;
and Washington, DC. These bicycle transit
facilities offer a wide range of services such as
secure bicycle parking, personal lockers, changing
rooms/restrooms/shower facilities, cafes, internet
kiosks/Wi-Fi, and other pertinent transit
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information (e.g. bus/train schedules, etc.).
Bicycle Parking - Providing
safe, convenient, and secure
bicycle parking is a critical
element in encouraging bicycle
use. The lack of bicycle parking
can deter people from using
their bicycles as a form of
transportation. Bicycle parking
facilities should be provided at
both trip origin as well as the
trip destination.
Generally
there are two types of bicycle
parking, long-term and short
term.
Covered Bicycle Parking, New York City

Long-term facilities provide a
Unprotected Bicycle Parking
high degree of security and
protection from the elements.
They are used in situations
where the bicycles are left
unattended for long periods of
Bicycle Lockers
time, some examples of areas
that warrant long-term parking
needs are: employment, transit centers, schools, apartment complexes, etc. Bicycle transit stations
provide the most secure parking; other examples of long-term storage include bicycle lockers, fenced
in storage areas, or designate storage rooms with buildings.
Short-term parking facilities provide a way of locking the bicycle itself to a secure structure, such as
a “U” shaped metal pop that is mounted to a sidewalk. These facilities are often found at
commercial/retail locations and in downtown areas across the nation. Short-term storage facilities
should be designated so that:
They do not damage the bicycle;
Accommodate high security U-shaped locks;
Accommodate locks securing the frame and both wheels;
Do not obstruct pedestrian traffic;
Are easily accessed from the street and are protected from vehicle traffic;
Are placed in a location that is highly visible.
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Transit Access
Bus - A transit stop normally draws riders within a
10-minute (one half mile) walking distance. At a
modest riding speed a bicyclist can travel three or
four times that distance in the same amount of
time, thereby increasing the transit catchment area.
In urban and suburban areas with commuter
services, bicycle-friendly public transit can reduce
traffic by encouraging cyclists to use public transit.
It makes it possible to go longer distances and also
reduces automobile traffic, as the bicyclist does not
FRED Bus with Bicycle Rack
need to relocate the bike by car to another location
before beginning the ride. It also can reduce interactions between bicycles and automobiles, as
bicyclists can use public transit to bypass or go through areas that are not well-suited to bicycling.
FREDericksburg Regional Transit has external bicycle racks mounted on the front of its fleet
vehicles. Riders must receive permission from the driver prior to securing their bicycles to the racks
on the busses. During Fiscal Year 2011 FRED had reportedly transported 8,697 bicycles at a
monthly average of 725. (Received from Glenn Jenkins, FRED Operations Manager on 13 June
2012)
Rail - Rail transit in the George Washington Region is
provided by Amtrak and the Virginia Railway Express
(VRE). VRE offers service to Northern Virginia and
the District of Columbia for commuters (daily trips in
the morning and in the evening). Morning trips
originate in Fredericksburg and terminate at Union
Station in Washington, D.C. while evening trips
operate in the opposite manner. Amtrak provides
service on weekends and during non-commute times
from the Fredericksburg area to destinations
nationwide along the Amtrak rail network.

Bicycle Rack at Fredericksburg VRE Station

VRE permits the use of collapsible bicycles an all cars, on all trains. These bicycles must be
completely folded and safely stored in order to minimize inconvenience to other travelers. Full size
bicycles are permitted on the last three northbound, the midday, reverse flow, and the last
southbound train on each line. The full size bicycles must board at the northern-most car on the
train and use the southern half of the car. No more than two full size bicycles are allowed on the car
at any time and must be tethered to the seat to maintain safety.
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Amtrak permits bicycles on all of their trains. Some of the trains have bicycle racks in designated
cars, and where the onboard racks are not available, bicycles can be checked as baggage. Collapsible
bicycles are permitted to be carried on to all trains as carry-on baggage. Some routes may require a
reservation to be made in order to accommodate bicycles onboard while others are first come, first
serve.

Pedestrian Facilities
A comprehensive pedestrian network is crucial for the success of any urban/suburban
transportation network. Pedestrian facilities are predominantly located parallel to roadways and are
buffered from the street. There are many factors that must be taken into consideration with
planning and designing the location and amenities associated with sidewalks and other pedestrian
infrastructure. Considerations such as: sidewalk width, aesthetics, construction materials, street
crossings, transit stop locations, street furniture, etc. The follow are brief descriptions and general
design standards from some typical pedestrian facilities and accompanying amenities.

Sidewalk in Downtown Fredericksburg

Sidewalks - As previously mentioned, sidewalks are
generally located within the public right-of-way and
are separated from the roadway by means of a buffer
strip. Sidewalks provide a safe travel lane for
pedestrians, children, runners/joggers, skateboards,
etc. Sidewalks improve mobility and encourage
people to walk more often as they provide crucial
links from residential areas to commercial and
employment areas, parks, schools, transit stops, and
historical and cultural attractions.

Sidewalks are typically constructed of concrete, asphalt, and brick pavers. AASHTO and the
FHWA recommend that sidewalks be a minimum of five (5) feet wide, which allows for two adults
to pass one another, or for two adults to walk side-by-side. In high traffic areas, such as
downtowns, transit stops, and near schools, sidewalks should be wider than the recommended five
feet to accommodate the increased pedestrian traffic. Ideally, sidewalks should be continuous along
both sides of the roadway, offer connectivity to important destinations, and should be accessible to
all pedestrians and must be ADA compliant.
A four (4) to six (6) foot buffer between the roadway and the sidewalk is desirable on busier streets,
but smaller buffer zones are acceptable on a case-by-case basis. In downtown areas wider sidewalks
that will accommodate sidewalk furniture is more desirable. In urban areas, on-street parking
and/or bicycle lanes act as an acceptable buffer from motor vehicle traffic. In suburban or rural
areas, a landscaped strip is generally the most suitable option.
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Curb Ramps - Curb ramps provide access to the
roadway from the sidewalk system for people using
wheelchairs, walkers, strollers, and pedestrians with
mobility impairments. The 1973 Rehabilitation Act
and the Americans with Disabilities act (ADA) of
1990 require that all sidewalks must have curb
ramps installed at all intersections and midblock
locations where pedestrian crossings exist.
New Curb Ramp in Downtown Fredericksburg

Curb ramps must have a slope of no greater than
1:12 or a maximum of 8.3%, and a maximum slope on any side flares of 1:10. Where possible
separate curb ramps for each crosswalk at an intersection should be provided as opposed to having a
single ramp at the corner for both crosswalks. Separate curb ramps provide improved orientation
for visually impaired pedestrians; likewise, tactile warnings will alert pedestrians to the
sidewalk/street edge.
Marked Crosswalks and Enhancements Crosswalks are marked to indicate to the
pedestrian the optimal or preferred location
for pedestrians to cross and aid in designating
right-of-way for motorists to yield to
pedestrians. Marked crosswalks are usually
desirable in locations with signalized
intersections and areas that have high volumes
of pedestrian traffic. Crosswalks are usually
installed along with other measures such as
pedestrian signals, signage, and pedestrian
timed signals.

Crosswalk markings in Boston, MA

There are many different materials and marking patterns that can be used to effectively mark
crosswalks. A list of the different types of markings can be found in FHWA’s Manual for Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). The MUTCD defines the standards used by road managers
nationwide to install and maintain traffic control devices on all streets and highways. The bicycle
and pedestrian section of the MUTCD can be found in Part 9 of the document. Different types of
materials to designate crosswalks can include inlay tape, brick, and concrete.
Raised Crosswalks - Raised crosswalks serve a dual purpose. First they provide a marked path for
pedestrians to cross. Secondly they act as a traffic calming device to slow motor vehicle traffic.
Raised crosswalks also negate the need for curb ramps as they let pedestrians cross the street on the
same level as the sidewalk.
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Raised crosswalks can be built from a variety of materials such as asphalt, concrete, stamped
concrete, or pavers and a normally 10 feet wide. Detectable markings designating where the
sidewalk ends and the crossing begins should be installed so pedestrians with vision impairments can
differentiate where the sidewalk end and crossing begins.
Transit Stop - Pedestrian accessible transit stops
are essential in creating livable communities and
having a balanced transportation system;
pedestrian accessible stops are also important in
encouraging people to use public transit. Transit
stops should be located in highly visible locations
that are easily accessible for pedestrians and at
intervals that are convenient for passengers and
should be designed to provide safe, convenient,
Complete Streets Michigan
and comfortable facilities for passengers. Transit
stops should be designed with signage, lighting, shelters with seating, trash receptacles, and bicycle
parking in mind while not impeding pedestrian travel.
Appropriate placement of transit stops is crucial for user safety. For example, locating transit stops
on the near side of intersections or crosswalks may block the pedestrian's’ view of approaching
traffic as well as approaching driver’s view of the pedestrians as approaching motorists may be
unable to stop in time when a rider crosses in front of a stopped bus into traffic lanes at an
intersection. Far-side stops generally encourage riders to cross behind the bus. Relocating the bus
stops to the far-side of the intersection can improve pedestrian safety since it eliminates the sightdistance restriction that is caused by a bus. Placing stops at the far-side of the intersection can also
improve motor vehicle operation in the immediate area near a transit stop.
As with any pedestrian facility, transit stops must be compliant with ADA Standards and have paved
connections with sidewalks, shared-use trails, and have sufficient operating space for wheelchairs
and wheelchair lifts.

Street Furniture - New York City

Street Furniture - Well designed pedestrian
networks/walking environments are enhanced by urban
design elements such as street furniture (e.g. benches,
water fountains, waste/recycling receptacles, public
restrooms, bus shelters, etc.) and landscaping. These
amenities make the walking environment comfortable
and inviting. The street furniture should be placed in a
location that does not impede pedestrian traffic. These
areas should also be maintained and kept clear of trash
and debris and overgrown plants and trees.
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Consideration must also be taken into street lighting; quality street lighting will enhance the
environment while providing increased safety and comfort. In downtown or commercial areas
pedestrian-level lights are used as opposed to taller, auto oriented lamps. These lights add to the
overall feeling of security and comfort as well as adding to the overall ambiance of the area. Street
lighting should be placed on both sides of the street to provide consistent lighting along the
sidewalk/walkway. Pedestrian crossing areas should be supplemented with brighter lights.

Pedestrian Overpass - Lynchburg, VA

Pedestrian Overpass/Underpass - Pedestrian
over/underpasses
provide
a
separate,
uninterrupted path for pedestrians that are
separate from the flow of traffic. These measures
should be used as a last resort, due to the cost
associated with implementing them. The best use
for these facilities is over/under busy highways,
railroad tracks, and natural barriers; they work best
when the topography allows for use of the
structure
without
ramps.
Pedestrian
over/underpasses must be ADA compliant;
measures to meet compliance may entail ramps
and elevators.

Pedestrian Underpass – Heritage Trail,
Fredericksburg, VA

2.3 PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Performance measures help to define important variables to consider when determining the
feasibility of a bicycle facility on the proposed route. The key variables used to establish the
recommended bicycle facilities found in this document are as follows:
Accessibility: Readily available bicycle and pedestrian facilities are a key component of any bicycle
and pedestrian network. Accessibility is measured by the distance a facility is located from a
specified attraction, the ease by which the distance can be traveled by the user and the extent to
which all likely origins and destinations are served.
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Conflict: Bicycle networks should consist of routes that minimize conflicts between bicyclists and
motorists. Areas that are known to have high crash rates should also be avoided, or can be mediated
through things such as traffic calming, intersection improvements, and other safety measures.
Consistency: To the greatest extent possible; bicycle and pedestrian facilities should be provided
with a relatively consistent facility type (e.g. shared-use paths, striped bike lanes, wide shoulders, etc.)
within corridors. Switching between facility types can create conflict points and confusion among
the facilities’ users.
Continuity: A proposed bicycle and pedestrian network that provides continuous, direct
connections to a variety of destinations throughout the region. If gaps exist, measures should be
taken to provide safe and efficient short-term fixes as well as long-term permanent solutions.
Directness: Just like motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians both desire a direct and quick route to
their destinations (unless riding for leisure). Bicyclists will not use the best bicycle facility if it greatly
increases travel distance or trip time over that provided by less desirable alternatives.
Ease of Implementations/Cost: Right-of-Way, environmental, historical, physical, and funding
constraints, as well as the political atmosphere of the region must be taken into account during the
planning process to ensure implementation of the plan is feasible.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination: Coordinating the GWRC’s bicycle and pedestrian plan with
surrounding counties/PDC, and national trail systems (e.g. Potomac National Scenic Heritage Trail,
the East Coast Greenway, etc.) is a necessary component in developing a comprehensive network of
facilities. Regional connectivity can promote tourism and recreational use for residents and visitors
alike.
Multi-modal Coordination: Integrating bicycling and walking with public transit will benefit the
entire transportation system. Providing direct bicycle and pedestrian access as well as ancillary
facilities at transit stations will give commuters more incentive to utilize public transit. Integrating
these two modes will also reduce local traffic and interstate congestion by removing vehicles from
the roadway.
Route Attractiveness: Bicycle and pedestrian networks or at the very least portions of the network
should incorporate such factors as separation from motor vehicle traffic, proximity of visual
aesthetics, connections to destination points and the reduction of real or perceived threats to
personal safety along the route. These factors tend to encourage users to view cycling and walking
as a viable form of transportation and enhance the overall network.
Safety and Security: The design of bicycle and pedestrian facilities should be treated as any other
transportation project. The safety of the network’s user and traffic safety should be key design
elements. Safety does not only include the design of the network, but education, and enforcement
also need to be taken into account.
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2.4 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The 2035 George Washington Region Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan noted that the “presence of bicycle and
pedestrian facilities in the George Washington Region are
virtually non-existent in much of the area.” Not much has
changed since the publication of that plan. The tension of
an aging roadway system coupled with ever increasing
development and population growth has made cycling and
walking on local roadways extremely dangerous.
Canal Path Trail - Fredericksburg, VA

VCR Trail – Cobblestone Square,
Fredericksburg, VA

Belmont/Ferry Farm Trail –Stafford Co.

As of late, there has been an increase in the level of
interest for implementing bicycle and pedestrian facilities
in the George Washington Region. Recent bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure improvements have coincided
with several roadway construction projects as well as an
increasing number of residential developments that are
integrating shared-use trails as well as bicycle lanes and
sidewalks into the designs of the neighborhood. As
beneficial as these improvements seem, more often than
not these new facilities often end at the physical
boundaries of the development and offer little to no
connectivity to regional amenities such as schools, shops,
grocery stores, parks, places of employment, etc. One
goal of this plan is to create a framework from which the
localities can bind together the fragmented segments of
sidewalks, bike lanes, and trails in order to create a
regional bicycle and pedestrian transportation network.

Current Bicycling Conditions
As noted above, there are a limited number of bicycle facilities in the greater George Washington
Region. Excluding the use of paved shoulders there are approximately ten (10) miles of on road
bicycle facilities in the region. This includes marked bicycle lanes and “sharrows”. Additionally
there are approximately nine (9) miles of public shared-use paths found throughout the region with
several currently under construction and many more in planning stages. These facilities are primarily
located in the urbanized area of the region, predominantly the City of Fredericksburg, Stafford
County, and the northeastern quadrant of Spotsylvania County. Outside of the urbanized area
bicycle facilities are few and far between, with the exception of the Town of Bowling Green in
Caroline County; which has a dedicated bicycle lane on West Broaddus Avenue.
A portion of U.S. Bicycle Route 1 passes through the George Washington Region from Fauquier
County to the north and Hanover County in the south where in intersects with U.S. Bicycle Route
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76. While the route is designated to travel from Maine to Florida, only the portions in Maine, New
Hampshire, North Carolina, and Virginia have been formalized by the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). Work is being done to fill in the gaps and
fulfill the vision of an unhindered east coast route that would connect to a nationwide network of
bicycle routes. Additionally the East Coast Greenway, also planned from Main to Florida traverses
through a portion of the Region connecting the Northern Virginia area to the Northern Neck via
the City of Fredericksburg, Stafford, Spotsylvania, Caroline, and King George Counties. A segment
of the Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail will connect Stafford and King George Counties with
Colonial Beach, a trailhead for the Northern Neck Heritage Trail.
While there have been a number of improvements to the regions bicycle infrastructure since the last
iteration of this plan there are still more hurdles that need to be crossed. Many roadways in the
region have narrow travel lanes with little to no shoulders and ever increasing motor vehicle traffic.
Bicycling is and will continue to become a more prevalent form of transportation for years to come
and facilities designed to meet the needs of bicyclists ought to be an integral part of improving the
transportation network in the region, where applicable.

Current Pedestrian Conditions
Apart from the extensive network of sidewalks throughout the City of Fredericksburg the pedestrian
facilities in the greater George Washington Region are limited. Throughout the remaining portions
of the Fredericksburg urbanized area sidewalks are located in various neighborhoods with little to no
connectivity. Several areas of Stafford County, particularly the Garrisonville area in the north,
Stafford Courthouse Area in the center, and the Chatham area in the south have only small
networks of sidewalks. The urbanized area of Spotsylvania County near Leavells Road also has a
small network of sidewalks. Additionally the Courthouse and Dahlgren areas of King George
County and the Town of Bowling Green have some resemblance of a sidewalk network. The City
of Fredericksburg has several trails planned and is has recently finished construction of the Heritage
Trail which would connect each end of the Canal Path Trail effectively creating a loop trail network.
A majority of existing subdivisions and others that have been under development over the last 15 to
20 years in Caroline, Spotsylvania, and Stafford Counties as well as the City of Fredericksburg have
had sidewalks incorporated with infrastructure construction. However, these sidewalks seldom
connect to anything outside of the neighborhood. In addition to residential areas a number of
commercial developments in the region have sidewalks in place but there is little to no connectivity
to adjacent properties.

Current Nature Trails
There are numerous nature trails located throughout the George Washington Region. A majority of
these facilities are found in community parks that are maintained by the localities and volunteer
organizations such as Motts Run Reservoir Park, Government Island, etc. The National Park
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Service operates and maintains several nature trails on their properties throughout the region. These
trails are enjoyed by visitors and locals year round. There are also two state parks in the region; Lake
Anna State Park and Caledon State Park. Widewater State Park and Crow’s Nest Natural Area
Preserve, located in eastern Stafford County, are currently under early planning and development
stages.
The Virginia Central Railway (VCR) corridor is an
abandoned railway line that was chartered in 1836 and
connected the City of Fredericksburg with the town of
Orange. Much of the original corridor is still intact;
however some sections have been lost to development
and will need to be bypassed. The railway bed has
historical significance related to the battles that took place
between in 1862 and 1864 in Fredericksburg and
Spotsylvania County.

Virginia Central Railway Trail Fredericksburg

When completed the trail is planned to act as a trunk line connecting various regional trails within
Spotsylvania County and the greater George Washington Region. As it stands today, the proposed
trail would be roughly 17 miles long with approximately 15.7 miles of new trail construction. A
portion of the VCR trail is currently located in eastern Spotsylvania County between Gordon Road
(Route 627) and Salem Church Road (Route 639). The City of Fredericksburg is currently working
on their portion of the trail that would link historic downtown Fredericksburg to other areas east of
Interstate 95.
There are approximately 5 miles of established nature trails located within the City of
Fredericksburg. The City and the Fredericksburg Pathway Partners (a non-profit organization)
oversee and maintain the trail network. The City also owns approximately 4,160 acres of riparian
land along the Rappahannock and Rapidan Rivers. There is the potential to develop some trails
along these corridors; however, the location of the trails has yet to be determined. The terrain along
the river varies and the topography will provide some moderate to difficult trail ratings.
The other localities in the George Washington Region have had success in adding several nature
trails over the past few years; most notable is the Salamander Loop of the Ni River Trail located in
Spotsylvania County. This trail was constructed and maintained by the Spotsylvania Greenways
Initiative and is comprised of a nature trail as well as an ADA compatible trail for those with
disabilities. Stafford County is currently constructing, in phases, a multi-use trail between Belmont
and George Washington’s Ferry Farm on the east side of the Rappahannock River in the southern
part of the County. Phases one, two, three and five have been completed and phases four and six
are currently under development. Recognized as a segment of the Potomac Heritage National
Scenic Trail network, the trail will connect the historic home of artist Gari Melchers, Chatham
Manor, managed by the National Park Service, and the boyhood home of the Nation’s first
president. More off-road natural trails and greenways will add to the quality of life, attractiveness of
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the area, and will promote healthy living among residents. Rivers provide a great opportunity for the
development of recreational trails along their banks as well as water trails for kayakers, etc. Other
opportunities to develop trails and greenways could include: active and abandoned railway corridors,
wetlands, flood plains, and utility corridors.
Through public meetings held in the region, the 2011
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provides results similar to those that were obtained in
2006; however, there has been an increase in outdoor
activities citing demand from the public. The current
survey is a foundation block for the development of the
upcoming 2013 Virginia Outdoors Plan (VOP). The
2007 iteration of the plan identified several nature and
water trails that should be developed in the George
Washington Region. This list included the East Coast
Greenway and the Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail
as important statewide trunk line trails. Additionally it
listed the Dahlgren Heritage Rail Trail corridor (if the
identified issues are resolved), the Virginia Central Railway
Corridor, the South Stafford Bicycle Trail (Belmont-Ferry
Farm Trail), and the enhancement of U.S. Bicycle Route 1.

Multi-jurisdictional Coordination
Regional connectivity can provide increased recreational opportunities for residents and contribute
significantly to local tourism promotion. Coordination between GWRC bicycle and pedestrian
planning processes and adjacent counties, RPOs, and long-distance trail planning and development
efforts (e.g. Potomac National Heritage Scenic Trail, East Coast Greenway, etc.) increases support
for development of a comprehensive network of facilities.

Water Trails
Chapter seven of the 2007 VOP also states that local governments should incorporate a greenways
and trails component in their comprehensive plans that provides for a variety of leisure trail
experiences and promotes pedestrian and bicycle transportation alternatives.
The 2007 VOP also indicated a need for access to recreational waters for boating, fishing,
swimming, and beach use and the development of water trails, which are navigable waterways that
have designated routes for touring. An example of an established water trail or “Blueway” is the
Potomac River Water Trail, which is a 100 mile tour from Washington, D. C. to the Chesapeake
Bay. The 2007 VOP identifies other rivers in the region to be developed or promoted as water
trails; these rivers include the Rappahannock, North Anna, Matta, Po, Ni, and the Mattaponi Rivers.
Development of water trails typically includes the development of public access points, parking
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areas, public boat launches, and informational wayfinding signage. Additionally there is planning
underway for a water trail as part of the development of the Crow’s Nest Natural Area Preserve.
The Friends of the Rappahannock (FOR) has developed a Rappahannock River Water Trail
Guidebook that covers the Rappahannock River from Kelly’s Ford to the City of Fredericksburg
and the Tidewater Edition that covers the river from the City to the Chesapeake Bay. These
guidebooks contain maps that depict the locations of historical sites, public and private boat
launches, campsites, facilities, etc.

Ancillary Facilities
Ancillary facilities are defined as supporting facilities that contribute to the success of a bicycle or
pedestrian network. These facilities can include bicycle racks, bicycle lockers, water fountains,
benches, trash, recycling and pet waste bins, bicycle transit facilities, information kiosks, rest areas,
etc. Bicycle racks can be found at places around the region such as: parks and recreational facilities,
the Fredericksburg and Leeland Virginia Railway Express (VRE) Stations; the new FRED Central
Station (all FRED buses are equipped with bicycle racks for patron’s convenience); and at numerous
apartment and townhome complexes throughout the region. Several of the VDOT owned and
operated commuter lots in the George Washington Region have bicycle racks in place. Downtown
Fredericksburg offers street furniture such as benches and trash bins and the City has installed
bicycle racks in numerous downtown locations.

2.5 IDENTIFYING POTENTIAL CORRIDORS
The first step in identifying potential bicycle and pedestrian corridors is to inventory and determine
where extensions of the existing facilities can be made. The existing facilities inventory for the
region can be found in the previous section (Section 2.4) of this document.
The next step is to review existing Federal, State, and local plans, ordinances, and other relevant
documents. This includes all of the localities’ comprehensive plans, local transportation plans, local
capital improvement plans, FAMPO’s 2040 Constrained Long Range Plan (CLRP), the current
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), congestion management plans, local bicycle and
pedestrian plans, VDOT’s Statewide Bicycle Plan and Multi-Modal Plan, neighborhood plans,
zoning and subdivision ordinances, federal, state, and local funding programs, design and safety
standards for bicycle and pedestrian facilities. These plans are reviewed to ensure consistency
between this planning effort and all of the other relevant documents and also to inventory what
roadway improvements are already planned and more importantly which of the planned roadway
improvements have and which ones need to have bicycle and pedestrian facilities incorporated into
them.
Once the existing facilities are inventoried and the relevant documents are reviewed an inventory of
points of interest and destinations (such as commercial/employment centers, parks and recreational
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facilities, etc.) are developed and mapped to determine where connections can be made. Next, roads
are identified for potential routes or the extension of existing facilities and data for these roads is
gathered. For the purposes of developing this plan, VDOT’s Transportation and Mobility Planning
Division’s Statewide Planning System (SPS) Database was used. This database contains detailed
characteristics of the roadway system in Virginia, including: the length, number of lanes, pavement
width, average lane width, shoulder widths, posted speed limit, traffic volumes, and several other
attribute categories. Along with the SPS database, GWRC staff conducted windshield surveys to
assess the feasibility of implementing bicycle/pedestrian facilities on selected roadways. After
assessing the roads, recommendations on bicycle/pedestrian facility types and logical termini were
made. This information was then compiled and presented to FAMPO’s Bicycle and Pedestrian
Advisory Committee for input, additions/deletions, and finally approved to be included in the draft
plan.
When selecting facility types for each roadway, Group B (from Section 2.1-”User Characteristics”) was
used as the “design vehicle”. It is intended that all of the chosen facilities were picked with nonexpert riders in mind. This ensures that most groups of riders (Groups A & B) would feel
comfortable using the proposed facilities. Bicycle facilities can be generally grouped into two
categories; on-road facilities (bike lanes, wide outer lanes, and paved shoulders) and off-road
facilities (shared-use paths and nature trails). Pedestrian facilities (sidewalks) will always be separate
of the roadway system.
Other factors that were taken into account when identifying potential corridors are: inventorying all
publicly owned land, identifying physical barriers such as bridges that are not wide enough to
accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic, areas with high motor vehicle incident rates, active
railways, and areas with over/underpasses and segments of roadways that are associated with high
speed or a high number of weave movements. A general listing of physical barriers that inhibit
bicycling/walking in the George Washington Region includes:
The lack of shoulder presence on narrow rural roads;
Arterial roads that connect population centers and activity centers that have high volumes
and no bicycle/pedestrian facilities (e.g. Routes 1, 3, and 17);
Bridges/culverts that are not wide enough to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian facilities
(e.g. Fall Hill Avenue bridge over Interstate 95);
Highway interchanges that force cyclists and pedestrians to share/cross the roadway with
high volumes of merging and weaving traffic (e.g. Junctions of Route 17 and Interstate 95 in
Stafford County and Route 3 and Interstate 95 in the City of Fredericksburg);
Motorists who do not respect cyclists’ or pedestrians’ right to use the roadway; and
Commercial areas that do not accommodate for bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
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SECTION 3: PROPOSED BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN NETWORK

3.1 NEEDS BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS IN THE CITY OF
FREDERICKSBURG
Previous Planning Documents/Ordinances
In 1996, the Fredericksburg City Council adopted a comprehensive trails plan for the locality. The
Fredericksburg Pathways Plan addresses the need for an interconnected, city-wide trail network. In
2005 City Council endorsed the Recreation Commission’s Pathways Committee to review and
amend the original 1996 plan. The Fredericksburg Pathways Plan was adopted in January of 2006.
The City of Fredericksburg’s Subdivision Ordinance requires that: wherever possible, connections
shall be made to existing walkway/trails in adjacent developments or subdivisions.
The City’s Zoning Ordinance states that:
“No application shall be approved for a planned development district under the provisions of this
division unless the generalized development plan accompanying such application satisfies the following
general standards to a significantly greater degree than the requirements of a conventional zoning
district, as follows:
The application provides a comprehensive and integrated transportation system that separates
pedestrian and vehicular traffic, including roadways, bicycle paths, pedestrian walkways, and public
transportation facilities, where applicable;
Sidewalks or other pedestrian pathways that link older and developed areas of the city and proposed
new development areas of the city are in accordance with the comprehensive plan and are located
along natural waterways and scenic areas to the maximum extent possible.”
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Improvements
The City of Fredericksburg’s Pathways Plan contains a number of bicycle and pedestrian facility
projects as well as corresponding intersection/crossing improvements. These improvements, when
implemented, will grant the City of Fredericksburg to have a thorough network of interconnected
paths and sidewalks making the City entirely bicycle and pedestrian friendly.
Figures 3 and 4, on the following page, lists all of the proposed facilities from the City’s Pathways
Plan and previous Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan as well as intersections and crossing improvements
that will need to be addressed. There are additional proposed facilities and intersection/crossing
improvements found in the following figures that were formulated from suggestions made by BPAC
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members and staff at the George Washington Regional Commission to be located within the City of
Fredericksburg.
Figure 3

PROPOSED TRAIL SYSTEM
City of Fredericksburg
Facility/Route

Length
(Miles)

Total Approximate
Cost (2012)

Carl D. Silver Pkwy to Rappahannock Canal Path

1.63

$1,141,000*

Cowan Blvd to William St

0.48

$336,000*

1.41

$987,000*

0.63

$441,000*

3.57

$2,527,000*

2.51
10.23

$1,757,000*
$7,189,000*

3.5
2.6

$6,000*
$21,000*

1.5

$23,000*

0.4
8

$20,000*
$70,000*

2.55
0.54

$162,000^
$34,000^

2.84

$180,000^

4.32
1

$274,000^
$63,000^

0.3

$19,000^

11.55

$732,000

Description
Separate Shared-Use Trails

Fall Hill Avenue Trail
Cowan Blvd/William St
Connector

Blue and Gray Pkwy to Spotsylvania County
Line
William St/Plank Rd Trail
William St Shopping District to Plank Rd
Historic Railway Station to Spotsylvania County
Virginia Central Rail Trail
Line
North-South Trail
Idlewild Blvd to Fall Hill Ave
Total Shared-Use Facility Improvements:
Lafayette Blvd Trail

Shared Roadways
Alum Springs Loop
Downtown to Alum Springs Park and Back
Downtown Loop
Downtown Business District Loop
Downtown-Dixon Park
Downtown to Dixon Park and Back
Route
Springwood Drive Trail
Lafayette Blvd to Virginia Central Rail Trail
Total Shared Roadway Facility Improvements:

Nature/Historic Trails
Idlewild Trails
Dixon Park Trail

Landram’s Retreat to VCR Trail
Dixon Park to Caroline St
Embrey Dam/Rappahannock Canal Trail to
Celebrate Virginia Trails
Central Park Shopping Center
Hazel Run Trail
Rappahannock River to VCR Trail near I-95
Fall Hill Greenway
Rappahannock Canal Trail to Snowden Park
Existing Trailhead to Future Smith Run
Smith Run Trail Extension
Battlefield Park
Total Shared Roadway Facility Improvements:

Sources:
*- 2006 Fredericksburg Pathways Plan and George Washington Region Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan component of the 2035 FAMPO LRTP
^-Costs are ~$12/linear foot (Based off of information provided by the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation)
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Figure 4

INTERSECTION AND CROSSING IMPROVEMENTS
City of Fredericksburg
Intersection
I-95 at Embrey Dam/Rappahannock
Canal Trail
I-95 at Fall Hill Ave
I-95 and the Virginia Central Railway
Trail
Jefferson Davis Hwy and Caroline
St/Riverside Dr
Jefferson Davis Hwy and Fall Hill Ave

Jefferson Davis Hwy and the
Rappahannock Canal Trail
Jefferson Davis Hwy and Route 3

Jefferson Davis Hwy and Virginia
Central Railway Trail

Route 3 and Mahone St

Blue and Gray Pkwy and William
St/Greenbriar Dr

Blue and Gray Pkwy and Lafayette
Blvd
Falmouth Bridge over
Rappahannock River
Chatham Bridge over Rappahannock
River
Ferry Farm Crossing Rappahannock
River

Improvement
Trail crossing beneath existing I-95
bridges across the Rappahannock
River.
A new bridge is needed with
integrated walking/biking facilities.
The trail must cross the Interstate
either with a pedestrian bridge or a
bored tunnel.
Trail crossing beneath the Falmouth
Bridge.
Improve intersection to safely
accommodate cyclists and
pedestrians (Crosswalks and
Pedestrian Timed Signal).
Safety and Lighting Improvements.
Improvements to ease pedestrian
and cyclist crossing over ramps
connecting the two roadways.
Establishment of an at-grade
crossing with demand traffic signal
(High-Intensity Activated crosswalk
HAWK Signal).
Provide intersection safety
improvements for cyclists and
pedestrians when intersection is
constructed.
Improve intersection to safely
accommodate cyclists and
pedestrians (Crosswalks and
Pedestrian Timed Signal).
Improve intersection to safely
accommodate cyclists and
pedestrians (Crosswalks and
Pedestrian Timed Signal).
Improve existing bridge sidewalks to
enhance bicycle and pedestrian
safety.
Improve existing bridge sidewalks to
enhance bicycle and pedestrian
safety.
Ferry connection from City Dock
Park to Historic Ferry Farm.
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Approximate Cost (2012) /
Comments
Factored into the cost of the trail.
Factored into the cost of the bridge
replacement.
Cost depends heavily on chosen
crossing.
Factored into the cost of the trail.

~$160,000
Trail currently passes under
Jefferson Davis Hwy but needs to be
improved.
~$160,000

~$40,000

~$160,000

~$160,000

~$160,000

Factored into the cost of the bridge
replacement.
Factored into the cost of the bridge
replacement.
Ferry costs vary ~$1M and $8M*

Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 2040
Install culvert when canal bridge is
replaced to allow cyclists and
pedestrians to travel under Fall Hill
Ave.
Total Intersection and Crossing Improvements

Rappahannock Canal and Fall Hill
Ave

Factored into the cost of the bridge
replacement.

~$840,000 (sans cost of Ferry)
Sources:
2006 Fredericksburg Pathways Plan
*Passenger-Only Ferry Cost Analysis – State of Washington Joint Transportation Committee (January 5, 2006)

The City of Fredericksburg is currently undertaking several bicycle and pedestrian projects. Work is
scheduled to commence on the portion of the Virginia Central Railway Trail within the City of
Fredericksburg and has finished on the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail which has completed a
loop from each end of the Canal Path Trail. Please refer to Map 2 on the following page for the
locations of these projects.
Furthermore, the city is perfectly situated to house a bicycle transit station within the downtown
district as well as near the campus of the University of Mary Washington. Additional amenities that
can be added to the streetscape of the city would be a bicycle sharing station (or sets of stations)
located in portions of the city that could provide the demand needed to make such a program viable.
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3.2 BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS IN CAROLINE COUNTY
Previous Planning Documents/Ordinances
The Caroline County Comprehensive Plan Update, which was adopted in 2010, contains provisions
for the installation of on-road bike lanes and off-road bicycle paths. Many of the new planned
communities in Caroline County will provide bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
The 2006 Carmel Church Community Plan calls for the implementation of sidewalks, bicycle
facilities and greenways in and around the Carmel Church Village Core. These facilities will link the
Village Core area with surrounding neighborhoods and other points of interest.
The Bowling Green/Milford Community Plan establishes the necessity for “pedestrian-oriented
development to achieve a comprehensive system of bicycle lanes, greenways, and sidewalks that
connect to neighborhoods, parks, schools, offices, commercial areas, and other public spaces”.
Caroline County has a Bicycle and Pedestrian component included within the county’s 2030
Comprehensive Plan. The plan borrows heavily from existing George Washington Region Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan and builds on the importance of focusing on all modes in order to solve current and
impending transportation issues.
The Caroline County Zoning Ordinance requires that walkways be constructed on each
manufactured home lot, and within Highway Commercial Overlay Districts to provide access to
adjacent properties and to maintain a continuation of the pedestrian infrastructure network.
Bicycle Facility Improvements
The rural nature and relatively low traffic volumes in Caroline County appeal to long distance
touring and recreational cyclists. Routes such as U.S. 17 and 301 are good examples of these types
of roads. These roads provide inter-jurisdictional connections which are important in creating a
truly Regional network. The other recommended routes in Caroline County will provide access to
the existing and future population and activity centers throughout the County. As the population of
Caroline County increases shoulder improvements will be required on other roads to facilitate the
safe travel for cyclists. Figure 5 on the following page lists the on-road projects slated to be
accomplished within Caroline County.
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Figure 5

BICYCLE FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS (NEEDS)
Caroline County
Facility
Improvement

Route/Location

Comments

Length
(Miles)

Total Approximate
Cost (2012)

5.9

~$6,000

6.51

~$7,000

9.54

~$10,000

3.67

~$4,000

4.14

~$4,000

7.55

~$8,000

1.09

~$8,000

5.08

~$5,000

12.3

~$6,735,000

6.77

~$2,489,000

14.88

~$8,148,000

12.1

~$4,448,000

11.18

~$4,108,000

6.7

~$3,669,000

On-Road Facilities
Shared Road
Signage
Shared Road
Signage
Shared Road
Signage

Shared Road
Signage

US Route 17 from US Route 301 to
the Essex County Line.
Sparta Rd (SR 630) from US Route
301 to Newton Rd (SR 721)
Jericho Rd (SR 658)from US Route 1
to Spotsylvania County Line
Landora Bridge Rd (SR 603) from
Jericho Rd (SR 658) to Hanover
County Line
Newton Rd (SR 721) from Sparta Rd
(SR 630) to King and Queen County
Line
Frog Level Rd (SR 600) from US 301
to King William County Line

Shared Road
Signage

Main St (VA Route 2) from Broaddus
Ave to US 301/VA 207 Bypass

Shared Road
Signage

CCC Rd (DR 683) from US 1 to
Jericho Rd (SR 658)
US Route 301 from King George
County Line to Town of Bowling
Green

Shared Road
Signage
Shared Road
Signage

Shoulder
Improvements
Shoulder
Improvements

VA Route 30 from Hanover County
Line to US Route 301

Shoulder
Improvements

US Route 1 from Spotsylvania
County Line to Hanover County Line

Shoulder
Improvements

VA Route 2 from Spotsylvania
County Line to Town of Bowling
Green

Shoulder
Improvements

Ladysmith Rd (SR 639) from Route
207 to Jericho Rd

Shoulder
Improvements

Stonewall Jackson Rd (SR 606) from
Spotsylvania County Line to VA
Route 2

Consideration of
implementing
sharrows.

Pave shoulders to a
minimum of 6' with
signage
Pave shoulders to a
minimum of 4' with
signage
Pave shoulders to a
minimum of 6' with
signage
Pave shoulders to a
minimum of 4' with
signage
Pave shoulders to a
minimum of 4' with
signage
Consistency with
Spotsylvania County
recommendations
(continuation of
network)
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Shoulder
Improvements
Shoulder
Improvements
Shoulder
Improvements

Extend paved
shoulder and bicycle
lane already in place
Pave shoulders to a
minimum of 6' with
signage
Pave shoulders to a
minimum of 6' with
signage
Pave shoulders to a
minimum of 6' with
signage

West Broaddus Ave from Anderson
Ave to VA Route 207
US Route 301 / VA Route 2
(Richmond Tpk) from Bowling Green
Bypass to Hanover County Line
VA Route 207 (Rogers Clark Blvd)
from Bowling Green Bypass to US
Route 1

Shoulder
Improvements

US Route 17 from Spotsylvania
County Line to US Route 301

Total On-Road Facility Improvements:

0.68

~$373,000

17.68

~$9,682,000

11.61

~$6,358,000

12.61

~$6,905,000

149.99

$52,967,000

Pedestrian Facility Improvements
Pedestrian Improvements in Caroline County will be confined to the areas of the county that are
identified as Primary Growth Areas. Included in these areas are the Town of Bowling Green,
Ladysmith, and Carmel Church. These are the areas of the county where growth is slated and are
most likely to contain a mix of commercial and residential developments. Mixed use developments,
such as Ladysmith Village, are being developed and are planned for the future in the County and will
play a critical role in developing those areas as bicycle and pedestrian friendly. When new mixed-use
developments are pedestrian friendly, it encourages surrounding commercial developments to
follow, making their businesses more attractive.
It is imperative that all new commercial developments and residential subdivisions within the
Primary Growth Areas accommodate pedestrians and also be required to integrate new facilities into
existing bicycle and pedestrian network. It would be beneficial to Caroline County to examine the
zoning and subdivision ordinances and incorporate language that requires developers to address
cyclists and pedestrians.
Figure 6

PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS (NEEDS)
Caroline County
Sidewalks
Facility
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on North
side of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street

Route/Location

Length
(Miles)

Total
Approximate Cost
(2012)

Martin St from Milford St to Broaddus Ave

0.25

$85,000

Maury St from Main St to Elliot Dr

0.48

$82,000

Ennis St from Courthouse Ln to Chase St

0.1

$34,000
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Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on West
side of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street

Butler St from Courthouse Ln to Chase St

0.1

$34,000

White St from Milford St to Maury Ave

0.09

$31,000

Main St from Broaddus Ave to Paige Rd

0.31

$53,000

Lee St from Broaddus Ave to Anderson Ave

0.19

$65,000

0.75

$255,000

4.38

$1,489,000

2.9

$986,000

5.03

$1,710,000

3.49

$1,186,000

6.55

$2,227,000

0.06

$20,000

24.68

$8,258,000

Route/Location

Crossing
s

Total
Approximate Cost
(2012)

Ladysmith Rd (SR 639) and US Route 1

4

$160,000

Jericho Rd (SR 658) and US Route 1

4

$160,000

Ruther Glen Rd (SR 652) and VA Route 207

4

$160,000

Moncure Dr and VA Route 207

3

$120,000

VA Route 2 and West Broaddus Ave

4

$160,000

VA Route 2 and School Access Rd

2

$80,000

21

$840,000

West Broaddus Ave from Main St to
Shopping Center
Ladysmith Rd (SR 639) from US Route 1 to
Jericho Rd (SR 658)
US Route 1 from Cedar Fork Rd (SR 601) to
Gatewood Rd (SR 604)
US Route 1 from Telegraph Rd (SR 757) to
Hanover County Line
VA Route 207 (Rogers Clark Blvd) From
Telegraph Rd (SR 657) to Moncure Dr (SR
716)
Ruther Glen Rd (SR 652) from Telegraph Rd
(SR 657) to Shannon Mill Dr
From Chase St to Park

Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Temporary Sidewalk

Total Sidewalk Improvements:

Intersection and Crossing Improvements
Facility
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal

Total Crossing Improvements:

Town of Bowling Green Pedestrian Improvements
The existing sidewalk network in the quaint, historic Town of Bowling Green is limited to a portion
of East Broaddus Ave, Anderson Ave, Main St from Broaddus Ave to Lafayette Ave, Chase St to
Butler St, Courthouse Ln from Main St to Butler St and a portion of Maury Ave.
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Under the current conditions, there are many residential areas of the Town that are not accessible by
sidewalks. The Town of Bowling Green is dedicated to providing a walkable and accessible
community to its residents and visitors alike. Bowling Green desires to have all of their residential
areas connected to each other and connected to the commercial area and portions of Town that
contain local and county community facilities. Pedestrian safety and ADA accessibility are critical
factors in the implementation of the expanded sidewalk network. As the seat of government for
Caroline County, it is important for Bowling Green to provide pedestrian access to all governmental
facilities and to connect parking areas to those facilities.
The projects listed in Figure 6, on the previous pages, represent the priorities that the Bowling
Green Town Council has identified in making the Town a more walkable pedestrian friendly
community.
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3.3 BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS IN KING GEORGE COUNTY
Previous Planning Documents/Ordinances
The 2006 King George County Comprehensive Plan Update addresses bicycle lanes and trails in its
Transportation Plan. The plan states that newly constructed roads and improvement projects on
existing roads with traffic counts up to 9,000 vehicles per day shall incorporated bicycle travel lanes
into their design. The plan also encourages “the development of a pedestrian and multi-use trail system
through the County, connecting major population centers, in concert with major road corridors, existing rights-of-way
and stream valley corridors”.
The Draft 2012 King George County Comprehensive Plan reiterates the aforementioned statements
by committing that the county will “encourage development to be linked by an interconnected road network that
provides for vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle traffic”. Additionally it states that the county shall “recognize that
the public road system constitutes a public space serving multiple purposes… (which) includes vehicular travel,
pedestrian travel, (and) bicycle travel”. Furthermore the plan “encourages new road designs that support
pedestrian and bicycle travel… and promotes the provision of safe, convenient and comfortable pedestrian and bicycle
access, through sidewalks, pathways and through appropriate relationships of buildings to the public streets, recessed
and buffered parking areas, and other measures”.
There were several potential bicycle routes identified in this draft plan. These maps are depicted in

Map 31- Trailways, and closely mirrors those listed in the lists contained in Figures 7 & 8 included
in the following pages.
The King George County Subdivision Ordinance States that:
“Sidewalks shall be required on all streets in all commercial zoning districts and on all streets in
subdivisions located in the residential zoning districts, where lot sizes are 20,000 square feet or less
in area. Sidewalks may be provided on only one side of residential areas and lots in a townhouse
subdivision may front on a private access easement provided that: the roadway improvements shall
include sidewalks in accordance with VDOT criteria.”
Bicycle Facility Improvements
Bicycle facility improvements in King George County range from shared road signage to shoulder
improvements to complete roadway reconstruction. The roadway reconstruction project, Route 218
from Fairview Beach Dr. to Route 609 will reconstruct a section of Caledon Rd. that has seen
numerous vehicular collisions in past years and is unsuitable for cyclists and pedestrians at present
time. This recommendation includes addressing the lack of shoulders as well as fixing the poor
vertical and horizontal alignment currently in place along this stretch of roadway. Virginia Route 3
and US Route 301 provide inter-jurisdictional connections, not to mention the State of Maryland.
This proposed network of long-range improvements will allow cyclists and pedestrians in King
George County to move safely between residential and commercial activity centers, transit stops
(FRED no longer services King George County), and neighboring counties.
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Figure 7

BICYCLE FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS (NEEDS)
King George County
Facility
Improvement

Route/Location

Shared Road
Signage
Shared Road
Signage
Shared Road
Signage

Route 609 (Comorn Rd) from Route
3 to Route 218
Fairview Dr from Route 218 to
Fairview Beach
Potomac Rd from Route 301 to end
of road

Shared Road
Signage

Length
(Miles)

Total Approximate
Cost (2012)

2.54

$3,000

0.73

$1,000

1.17

$1,000

Good Hope Rd from Route 205 to
Route 218

0.62

$1,000

Shared Road
Signage

Route 610 (Indiantown Rd) from
Route 218 to Route 3

4.39

$4,000

Shared Road
Signage

Stanley Rd from Route 3 to Comorn
Rd

0.44

$1,000

Shared Road
Signage

Nanzatico Rd from Port Conway Rd
to Rappahannock River

1.79

$2,000

Shared Road
Signage

Chapel Green Rd from Fletchers
Chapel Rd to Stafford County line

0.81

$1,000

Shoulder
Improvements

US Route 301 from Caroline County
Line to Nice Bridge (MD Border)

17.3

$9,473,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 205 from Route 3 to
Westmoreland County line

7.43

$4,069,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 3 from Stafford County line to
Westmoreland County line

19.75

$10,815,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 206 (Dahlgren Rd) from
Route 3 to Dahlgren NSWC

10.73

$5,876,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 218 from Route 610 to Route
206

0.92

$504,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 218 from Route 206 to Route
301

3.12

$1,709,000

Comments

On-Road Facilities

Widen and pave
shoulders to 6’ with
signage
Widen and pave
shoulders to 6’ with
signage
Widen and pave
shoulders to 6’ with
signage
Long Term
Improvements
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Shoulder
Improvements

Birchwood Creek Rd from Route 3
to Dahlgren Heritage Rail Trail

1.61

$882,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Fletchers Chapel Rd from Chapel
Green Rd to Route 3

1.12

$613,000

Roadway
Reconstruction

Route 218 from Fairview Dr to
Route 609

1.07

$2,375,000

75.54

$36,330,000

Total On-Road Facility Improvements:

Pedestrian Facility Improvements
Existing pedestrian facilities in King George County are limited to the Courthouse Area as well as
sections of discontinuous sidewalks in the commercial core of Dahlgren. Figure 8, below, contains a
list of pedestrian improvements for selected areas of King George County. These improvements
include corridors to incorporate sidewalks and pedestrian related intersection improvements. The
pedestrian improvements are confined to developing areas of the county which are found in the
Dahlgren area as well as the Route 3 Corridor near the Courthouse area.
As stated on page 43, the King George County Subdivision Ordinance states that: Sidewalks shall be
required on all streets in all commercial zoning districts and on all streets in the residential zoning
districts, where lot sizes are 22,000 square feet or less in area. Sidewalks may be provided only on
one side of the street in residential areas and lots in a townhouse subdivision may front on a private
access easement provided that: the roadway improvements shall include sidewalks in accordance
with VDOT criteria. It would also be beneficial to add language to the ordinance that states all
commercial and residential developments meeting the above criteria must also address
interconnectivity between neighboring developments/establishments. Refer to Appendix B for
sample ordinance language.
Figure 8

PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS
King George County
Sidewalks
Facility
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street

Route/Location

Length
(Miles)

Total
Approximate Cost
(2012)

Dahlgren Rd from Route 301 to Potomac Dr

1.82

$618,000

Potomac Dr from Dahlgren Rd to Bennon Dr

1.63

$554,000

Route 301 from Dahlgren Rd to Dahlgren
NSWC

1.74

$591,000
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Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street

Route 3 from Madison Dr to Tinsbloom Ln

2.11

$717,000

7.3

$2,482,000

Route/Location

Crossings

Total
Approximate Cost
(2012)

Routes 3 and 206

2

$80,000

Route 3 and Madison Dr

3

$120,000

Routes 301 and 206

3

$120,000

Route 206 and Potomac Dr

4

$160,000

Route 301 and Potomac Dr

2

$80,000

Route 3 and Indiantown Rd

2

$80,000

Routes 3 and 301

3

$120,000

Routes 205 and 301

3

$120,000

Routes 3 and 205

2

$80,000

Routes 301 and 218

3

$120,000

Crosswalks

Routes 206 (Dahlgren Rd) and 218 (Windsor
Dr)

4

$40,000

Crosswalks

Routes 301 and 625 (Salem Church Rd)

1

$10,000

Crosswalks

Routes 206 (Dahlgren Rd) and 218 (Caledon
Rd)

2

$20,000

Crosswalks

Route 218 and Dahlgren Heritage Rail Trail

1

$10,000

Crosswalks

Indiantown Rd and Dahlgren Heritage Rail
Trail

1

$10,000

Crosswalks

Comorn Rd and Dahlgren Heritage Rail Trail

1

$10,000

Crosswalks

Owens Dr and Dahlgren Heritage Rail Trail

1

$10,000

38

$1,190,000

Total Sidewalk Improvements:

Intersection and Crossing Improvements
Facility
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal

Total Crossing Improvements:
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3.4 BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS IN SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY
Previous Planning Documents/Ordinances
In 2008 Spotsylvania County adopted its Comprehensive Plan with an implementation item to
complete a comprehensive trailways plan and on February 22, 2011 the County adopted the
Spotsylvania County Trailways Master Plan. The purpose of the plan is to provide a framework
around which a comprehensive system of trailways can evolve presently and in the future. The
overall goal of the plan is to encourage the development of a network of non-motorized travel that
will link neighborhoods, parks, schools, businesses and public facilities, in addition to linking and
protecting important cultural, historic, and natural resources. The plan successfully addresses
trailways on public and private lands where the trails are open to the public and identifies a number
of goals, objectives, and strategies that the county can use to implement an integrated network of
trailways.
Within the 2008 Spotsylvania County Comprehensive Plan Update each of the district level plans
(Berkley, Chancellor, Livingston, and Salem) encourage the provision of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities in new developments, on newly constructed roadways and facilities that will link historical
and cultural areas of interest (e.g. the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park and
the Spotsylvania Courthouse Area).
The Parks, Trails & Open Space Element of the County’s Comprehensive Plan Update proposes an
interconnected network of greenways and corridors connecting the open space, Resource Protection
Areas (RPA), parks (County, State, and National), and schools throughout the County. The goals of
the element are to:
Provide Spotsylvania County with sufficient park facilities to meet County Park Standards;
Preserve natural areas, parks, open space areas, trails, archeological areas, architectural sites, and cultural
resources in Spotsylvania County;
Develop a plan to provide short term improvements;
Preserve the existing trails network within the County;
Expand the existing trails network to create a comprehensive system of interconnected trails;
Promote use of the County trailway system;
Protect and maintain current open space areas in Spotsylvania County and acquire additional open space
areas within the County, and;
Locate and preserve green space corridors for recreational, heritage and environmental open space uses.
Both the Subdivision and Zoning Ordinances of Spotsylvania County provide guidelines for the
establishment of county owned bicycle and pedestrian facilities and in both residential and
commercial planned developments. The Zoning Ordinance also requires the provision of pedestrian
facilities in areas zoned as Village Residential and Village Commercial.
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Bicycle Facility Improvements
Bicycle facility improvements for Spotsylvania County vary from shared road signage on roads with
moderately low traffic volumes to roadways with higher traffic volumes that would benefit from
shoulder improvements, bicycle lanes, or shared-use paths that are separate from the roadway
entirely. Most of the physical improvements proposed in this plan such as shared-use paths, bike
lanes, and shoulder improvements are located within Spotsylvania County’s Primary Settlement
District (PSD). The Primary Settlement District is the designated growth area within the County.
There are also a number of recommended improvements that are located outside of the PSD.
These facilities focus on creating integrated connections with Caroline, Hanover, Louisa, and
Orange Counties and safe, bicycle friendly routes throughout the rural fabric of the County.
The following recommendations include and build upon existing bicycle facilities within the County
as well as addressing connectivity between residential neighborhoods, commercial areas, parks and
recreational facilities, schools, and historical and cultural attractions. This plan also takes into
account areas of the County that are likely to develop within the next 25 years and recommends
facilities in the corridors that are slated to serve these areas. These improvements will greatly
increase the quality of life and well being of residents and visitors of the County.
All of the recommended facility upgrades for Spotsylvania County follow roadway alignments except
for one, the Virginia Central Railway (VCR) Trail (mentioned on page 27). The VCR trail will
generally follow the abandoned railway bed where at all possible. The ownership of the corridor
itself is divvied up between numerous landowners; as a result there may be substantial land
acquisition costs related to the development of this trail project. Several alternatives have been
explored and a likely route has been chosen which combines on corridor segments as well as road
network portions. A 1.4 mile section of this trail has already been completed many years ago
between Harrison Rd and Salem Church Rd. This trail will also provide access to all of the
Fredericksburg-Spotsylvania National Military Park sites in the City of Fredericksburg and
Spotsylvania County and has the potential to boost tourism for both localities.
Please refer to Figure 9 on the following page for a complete listing of the recommended bicycle
facility improvement projects for Spotsylvania County.
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Figure 9

BICYCLE FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
Spotsylvania County
Facility
Improvement

Route/Location

Comments

Length
(Miles)

Total Approximate
Cost (2012)

1.56

$2,000

2.14

$2,000

5.73

$6,000

2.46

$1,722,000

3.78

$2,070,000

0.5

$274,000

5.27

$2,886,000

1.85

$1,013,000

2.24

$1,227,000

5.93

$3,247,000

9.56

$5,235,000

5.82

$3,187,000

7.43

$4,069,000

On-Road Facilities
Shared Road
Signage

Thornton Rolling Rd from Route 17
to Caroline County line

Shared Road
Signage

Guinea Station Rd from Church Rd
to Caroline County Rd

Shared Road
Signage

Duerson Ln/Dickerson Rd from
Partlow Rd to Lewiston Rd

Shared-Use
Path

Old Plank Rd from Gordon Rd to
Raintree Rd

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 3 from Old Plank Rd to
Orange County line

Shoulder
Improvements

Old Plank Rd from Gordon Rd to
Route 3

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 3 from Old Plank Rd to
Gordon Rd

Shoulder
Improvements

Old Plank Rd from Catharpin Rd to
Route 3

Shoulder
Improvements

River Rd from Bragg Rd to Motts
Run Park

Shoulder
Improvements

Partlow/Jones Powel/Orange
Springs Rd from Lawyers Rd to
Orange County line

Shoulder
Improvements

Partlow/Fairview Rd from Caroline
County line to Lewiston Rd

Shoulder
Improvements

Catharpin Rd from Ni River to
Robert E. Lee Dr

Shoulder
Improvements

Lewiston/Lawyers Rd from
Dickerson Ln to Lake Anna State
Park

As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
Route from Courthouse
area to Lake Anna
State Park
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan

Connector with
Caroline County
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
Route from Courthouse
area to Lake Anna
State Park
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Shoulder
Improvements

Elys Ford Rd from Route 3 to
Orange County line

As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan

4.89

$2,635,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Partlow Rd from Route 208 to
Duerson Ln

Route from Courthouse
area to Lake Anna
State Park

4.88

$2,672,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Tidewater Trail (Routes 2/17) from
Tidewater Trail to Route 17

0.12

$67,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 17 from Old Dominion Pkwy
to Caroline County line

2.12

$2,804,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 208 from Morris Rd to
Lawyers Rd

10.97

$6,007,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Morris Rd from Route 208 to
Caroline County line

6.01

$3,291,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Benchmark Rd from Route 2 to
Route 17

2.67

$1,462,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Tidewater Trail (Routes 2/17) from
Benchmark Rd to Caroline County
line

2.99

$1,637,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Partlow Rd from Duerson Ln to
Fairview Rd

4.05

$2,218,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Church Pond Rd from Massaponax
Church Rd to Guinea Station Rd

1.37

$750,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Guinea Station Rd from Route 1 to
Tidewater Trail (Routes 2/17)

1.26

$690,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Lansdowne Rd from Mine Rd to
Tidewater Trail (Routes 2/17)

2.29

$1,254,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Stubbs Bridge/Monrovia Rd from
Post Oak Rd to Orange County line

11.32

$6,199,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Lee Hill School Rd from Route 17 to
Route 17

2.45

$1,342,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Marye Rd from Route 1 to Partlow
Rd

9.45

$5,175,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Massaponax Church Rd from Smith
Station Rd to Route 208

3.87

$2,119,000

As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan

As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan

As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
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Shoulder
Improvements

Post Oak Rd from Orange County
line to Route 208

Shoulder
Improvements

Routes 208 from Smith Station Rd
to Morris Rd

Shoulder
Improvements

Gordon/Brock Rd from Smith
Station Rd to Route 208

Shoulder
Improvements

Robert E. Lee Dr from Catharpin Rd
to Brock Rd

Shoulder
Improvements

Pamunkey Rd from Post Oak Rd to
Catharpin Rd

Shoulder
Improvements

Catharpin Rd from Robert E. Lee Dr
to Post Oak Rd

Shoulder
Improvements

Piedmont Dr from Harrison Rd to
Smith Station Rd

As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan
As recommended in
Spotsylvania
Thoroughfare Plan

Total On-Road Facility Improvements:

12.57

$6,883,000

6.76

$3,702,000

6.47

$3,543,000

7.04

$3,855,000

4.12

$2,256,000

6.27

$3,433,000

2.21

$1,210,000

173.42

$90,187,000

Pedestrian Facility Improvements
Pedestrian facilities are discontinuous throughout Spotsylvania County. There are sidewalks present
along some roadways in the County; however, they often end abruptly forcing pedestrians to walk
on the shoulders. There are many subdivisions located within the Primary Settlement District (PSD)
that contain sidewalks within their boundaries, but these networks of sidewalks often do not
connect to anything outside of the neighborhood. The same can be noted for commercial
developments where sidewalks in front of the respective commercial developments (as required by
the Spotsylvania County Zoning Ordinance) also do not connect to adjacent developments. These
instances have led to the current situation where pedestrians cannot rely on a continuous sidewalk
network.
The following pedestrian facility recommendations include sidewalks and pedestrian oriented
intersection improvements. These improvements are focused on areas of existing development that
lack appropriate pedestrian facilities and areas designated for future residential and commercial
development. In addition there are improvements selected for existing intersections that have
planned pedestrian and bicycle network links traversing through them. These listed improvements
connect residential areas to commercial and employments areas, as well as to parks, recreational
facilities and schools.
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Figure 10, below, contains a list of pedestrian improvements identified for Spotsylvania County.
These improvements include corridors to install sidewalks and pedestrian oriented intersection
improvements.
Figure 10

PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS
Spotsylvania County
Sidewalks
Length
(Miles)

Total
Approximate Cost
(2012)

3.48

$619,000

3.07

$1,044,000

5.59

$4,269,000

4.69

$3,581,000

2.62

$2,275,000

0.93

$967,000

1.84

$1,914,000

1.47

$1,529,000

5.97

$6,209,000

1.51

$1,570,000

3.74

$3,890,000

2.16

$2,246,000

2.61

$2,714,000

8.78

$9,191,000

Old Plank Rd from Gordon Rd to Route 3

2.37

$2,104,000

Mine Rd from Lansdowne Rd to Route 1

1.48

$1,314,000

Tidewater Trail (Routes 2/17) from
Fredericksburg City line to Benchmark Rd

2.66

$2,361,000

Facility

Route/Location

Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street

Route 3 from Fredericksburg City line to Old
Plank Rd
Route 1 from Fredericksburg City line to
Route 17
Massaponax Church Rd from Route 17 to
Smith Station Rd
Harrison Rd from Lafayette Blvd to Old
Plank Rd
Gordon Rd from Smith Station Rd to Route
3
Old Plank Rd from Catharpin Rd to Raintree
Rd

Sidewalks and Bike Lanes
Sidewalks and Bike Lanes
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path
Sidewalks and Shoulder
Improvements
Sidewalks and Shoulder
Improvements
Sidewalks and Shoulder
Improvements

Catharpin Rd from Old Plank Rd to Ni River
Salem Church Rd from Leavells Rd to Route
3
Smith Station Rd from Morris Rd to Gordon
Rd
Lafayette Blvd from Fredericksburg City line
to Route 1
Route 208 from Smith Station Rd to Route 1
Route 17 from Route 1 to Old Dominion
Pkwy
Leavells Rd from Smith Station Rd to Route
208
Route 1 from Spotsylvania Pkwy to Caroline
County line
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Sidewalks and Shoulder
Improvements

Route 208 from Lewiston Rd to Louisa
County line

3.49

$3,098,000

60.57

$51,566,000

Route/Location

Crossings

Total
Approximate Cost
(2012)

Route 3 and Gordon Rd

2

$80,000

Route 3 and Salem Church Rd

3

$120,000

Route 3 and Bragg Rd

3

$120,000

Route 3 and Taskforce Dr

3

$120,000

Routes 1 and 208 and Lafayette Blvd

4

$160,000

Route 1 and Mine Rd

3

$120,000

Route 1 and Southpointe Pkwy

3

$120,000

Route 1 and Spotsylvania Pkwy

3

$90,000

Harrison Rd and Leavells/Salem Church Rd

3

$120,000

Smith Station Rd between schools

1

$40,000

Route 208 and Leavells Rd

4

$160,000

Route 208 and Smith Station Rd

3

$120,000

Harrison Rd and Gordon Rd

3

$120,000

Gordon Rd and Old Plank Rd

3

$120,000

Gordon Rd and Smith Station Rd

2

$80,000

Harrison Rd and Old Plank Rd

3

$120,000

Route 208 and Brock Rd

2

$80,000

Massaponax Church Rd and Route 17

3

$120,000

Routes 17 and 2

3

$120,000

Route 2 and Benchmark Rd

3

$120,000

Total Sidewalk Improvements:

Intersection and Crossing Improvements
Facility
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
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Crosswalks and Signage

Salem Church Rd and VCR Trail

1

$10,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Harrison Rd and VCR Trail

1

$10,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Gordon Rd and VCR Trail

1

$10,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Catharpin Rd and VCR Trail

1

$10,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Ashby Dr and VCR Trail

1

$10,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Brock Rd and VCR Trail

1

$10,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Piedmont Dr and Smith Station Rd

2

$20,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Piedmont Dr and Harrison Rd

2

$20,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Old Plank Rd and Catharpin Rd

2

$20,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Route 17 and Benchmark Rd

3

$30,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Route 17 and Thornton Roll Rd

3

$30,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Benchmark Rd and Mine Rd

2

$20,000

77

$2,450,000

Total Crossing Improvements:
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3.5 BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS IN STAFFORD COUNTY
Previous Planning Documents/Ordinances
Stafford County adopted a Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Plan in 1996 and cited a lack of pedestrian
facilities and development patterns that are not conducive to bicycling and walking. The plan made
recommendations related to facility type in several instances. Otherwise it was noted that “the
design of new facilities should simultaneously minimize points of conflict, such as driveways and
intersections with pedestrian and vehicle routes, and be appropriate to existing and proposed
adjacent land uses”. The plan proposed specific roads, corridors, and general areas in which bicycle
and pedestrian facilities should be developed.
The four goals of the Stafford County Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Plan call for the promotion of
alternative modes of transportation to more effectively address traffic demands on the
transportation infrastructure within the county and on a regional level.
Chapter four of the Stafford County Comprehensive Plan 2010 – 2030 entitled Transportation Plan
states the county’s goals to improve bicycle and pedestrian facilities. It states that “all new,
reconstructed, or expanded roadways should include bicycle and pedestrian routes. Inside the Urban Service Area,
subdivisions should accommodate pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Bicycle accommodations along state designated
routes, such as US Bicycle Route 1, should be provided”. The plan further describes the existing
infrastructure as being mostly privately owned and constructed as part of individual neighborhoods.
The County states that it is a priority to provide a series of connecting trails and sidewalks to grant a
continuous network. Within the plan are included projects such as the Belmont-Ferry Farm trail
and the proposed Dominion Trail. Additionally it states that where roads are not provided or
cannot be constructed to connect adjacent communities, pedestrian and bicycle multi-use trails
should be considered in order to create connectivity and minimize travel distances.
Stafford County’s 2010-2030 Land Use Plan supports the establishment of a network of bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. The Subdivision Ordinance of Stafford County includes language that requires
the provision of pedestrian walkways in townhouse, cluster subdivisions, and subdivisions with lots
of less than 10,000 square feet in area. Almost all existing townhouse developments have sidewalks
incorporated within their design and it is requirement of all new constructions. Commercial and
industrial developments as well as apartments and public facilities typically have sidewalks as a buffer
separating structures from parking areas. Stafford County’s Zoning Ordinance requires the
provision of bicycle and pedestrian facilities in planned developments, RBC Districts, and
subdivisions zoned R-1.
Bicycle Facility Improvements
Bicycle facility recommendations in Stafford County vary from installing “Share the Road” signage
in areas that already have adequate paved shoulder widths and roads with relatively low traffic
volumes to shoulder improvements, bicycle lanes, and shared-use paths. There are two shared-use
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paths one of which will run parallel with Courthouse Road (Route 630) from Brook Point High
School to the intersection of Courthouse Road and Shelton Shop Road. The other shared-use path
is the Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail, which has had several phases completed and is in the steps of
completing the design of the final phase to completely connect the historic properties of Belmont
and Ferry Farm. This trail, when finished, will connect five parks and historic areas (Belmont, St.
Clair-Brooks Park, Pratt Memorial Park, the Fredericksburg-Spotsylvania National Military Park, and
George Washington’s boyhood home of Ferry Farm) and will greatly improve the bicycle and
pedestrian accessibility in the southern area of the County. The Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail will also
act as a segment of the Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail. The improvements listed in Figure
11 build upon the existing facilities and focus on connecting current and future activity centers in the
County as well as addressing connections to the City of Fredericksburg as well as the Counties of
King George, Fauquier, and Prince William.
Figure 11

BICYCLE FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
Stafford County
Facility
Improvement

Route/Location

Comments

Length
(Miles)

Total Approximate
Cost (2012)

2.07

$877,000

1.28

$542,000

On-Road Facilities
Bike Lanes
Bike Lanes

Leeland Rd from Deacon Rd to
Potomac Run Rd
Morton Rd from Forbes St to
Leeland Rd

Part of US Bike Route 1

Bike Lanes

Forbes St from Layhill Rd to Route 1

2.83

$1,199,000

Bike Lanes

Layhill Rd from Route 1 to Forbes St

0.2

$86,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Brooke Rd from Ringgold Rd to End

11.02

$6,035,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Ferry/Ringgold Rd from Route 3 to
Brooke Rd

3.42

$1,873,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Andrew Chapel Rd from Courthouse
Rd to Brooke Rd

0.89

$487,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Stefaniga Rd from Mountain View
Rd to Curtis Memorial Park

3.56

$1,949,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Shelton Shop Rd from Garrisonville
Rd to Mountain View Rd

2.12

$1,161,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Potomac Run/Eskimo Hill/Ramoth
Church/Kellogg Mill/Mountain View
Rds from Leeland Rd to
Poplar/Tacketts Mill Rds

14.34

$7,853,000
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Shoulder
Improvements

Garrisonville Rd from Parkway Blvd
to Shelton Shop Rd

0.43

$236,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Widewater/Arkendale Rd from
Telegraph Rd to End

9.74

$5,334,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Decatur Rd from Widewater Rd to
End

3.2

$1,752,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Butler/White Oak Rds from Route 1
to Chapel Green Rd

6.26

$3,428,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 1 from Butler Rd to
Garrisonville Rd

15.46

$8,466,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Poplar Rd from Mountain View Rd
to Tacketts Mill Rd

0.83

$455,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Route 3 from Chatham Bridge to
King George County line

8.28

$4,534,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Truslow Rd from Route 1 to Poplar
Rd

6.75

$3,696,000

Shoulder
Improvements

Poplar Rd from Truslow Rd to Route
17

0.49

$269,000

Shared-Use
Path

Courthouse Rd from Route 1 to
Shelton Shop Rd

4.84

$3,388,000

Shared-Use
Path

Walpole St/Flatford Rd/Parkway
Blvd from Courthouse Rd to
Garrisonville Rd

2.14

$1,498,000

Shared Road
Signage

Courthouse Rd from Brooke Point
High School to Andrew Chapel Rd

1.28

$10,000

Shared Road
Signage

Tacketts Mill Rd from Poplar Rd to
Fauquier County line

2.99

$3,000

Shared Road
Signage

Chapel Green/Fletchers Rd from
Route 218 to Route 3

1.68

$2,000

Shared Road
Signage

Mine Rd/Northampton Blvd from
Garrisonville Rd to Parkway Blvd

2.59

$3,000

Shared Road
Signage

Stony Hill/Hartwood Rd from Poplar
Rd to Jesse Curtis Ln

3.91

$4,000
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Shared Road
Signage

Hartwood Rd from Route 17 to
Curtis Memorial Park

2.07

$2,000

Shared Road
Signage

Route 17 from Poplar Rd to
Hartwood Rd

1.75

$2,000

Shared Road
Signage

Hartwood Rd from Stony Hill Rd to
Tacketts Mill Rd

5.53

$6,000

Shared Road
Signage

Eskimo Hill Rd from Potomac Run
Rd to Brooke Rd

1.05

$1,000

Total On-Road Facility Improvements:

123

$55,150,000

Pedestrian Facility Improvements
Proposed sidewalks in Stafford County are to be located in areas within the northern neighborhoods
of the County, the Courthouse area, and along Warrenton Road (US Route 17). These
improvements include sidewalks and pedestrian oriented intersection improvements. Warrenton
and Garrisonville Roads are areas that are experiencing an increased amount of pedestrian traffic
and currently do not have facilities to accommodate these individuals. There are plans to
reconstruct these roadways in the near future and it is highly important that sidewalks be included in
the redesign of these roads.
Figure 12 contains a list of pedestrian improvements to be constructed in select areas of Stafford
County. These improvements include corridors to incorporate sidewalks and pedestrian related
intersection improvements.
Figure 12

PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS
Stafford County
Sidewalks
Facility

Route/Location

Length
(Miles)

Total
Approximate Cost
(2012)

Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street

Eustace Rd from Northampton Blvd to
Garrisonville Rd

0.78

$265,000

Route 17 from I-95 to Poplar Rd

4.05

$1,377,000

Route 17 from I-95 to Route 1

1.73

$598,000

Garrisonville Rd from Route 1 to Parkway
Blvd

2.89

$983,000
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Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Construct sidewalks on both
sides of the street
Sidewalks and Shared-Use Path

Mine Rd/Northampton Blvd from
Garrisonville Rd to Parkway Blvd
Route 1 from Courthouse Rd to
Garrisonville Rd
Walpole St/Flatford Rd/Parkway Blvd from
Courthouse Rd to Garrisonville Rd
Courthouse Rd from Route 1 to Shelton
Shop Rd
Courthouse Rd from Route 1 to Brooke
Point High School

Total Sidewalk Improvements:

2.59

$881,000

3.37

$1,146,000

2.14

$728,000

4.84

$1,646,000

1.38

$1,435,000

23.8

$9,059,000

Intersection and Crossing Improvements
Facility

Route/Location

Crossings

Total
Approximate Cost
(2012)

Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal
Crosswalks and pedestrian timed
traffic signal

Route 1 and Route 17 (Falmouth
Intersection)

3

$120,000

Route 17 and Celebrate Virginia Pkwy

3

$120,000

Route 17 and Berea Church Rd

3

$120,000

Route 17 and Village Pkwy

2

$80,000

Walpole St and Courthouse Rd

4

$160,000

Garrisonville Rd and Onville Rd

4

$160,000

Garrisonville and Eustace Rd

4

$160,000

Garrisonville Rd and Brafferton Blvd

4

$160,000

Garrisonville Rd and Mine Rd

4

$160,000

Route 1 and Courthouse Rd

4

$160,000

Mine Road and Courthouse Rd (New
Location)

3

$120,000

Route 1 and Eskimo Hill Rd

3

$120,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Courthouse Rd and Brooke Point High
School

2

$20,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Parkway Blvd and Hampton Park Rd

1

$10,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Eustace Rd and Northampton Blvd

4

$40,000

Crosswalks and Signage

Truslow Rd and Route 1

2

$20,000

49

$1,680,000

Total Crossing Improvements:
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3.6 NEEDS BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN PLAN COSTS
Figure 13 (Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Costs in the George Washington Region)
Figure 13

NEEDS BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN FACILITY COSTS
George Washington Region
Total 2012 Bicycle and Pedestrian Project
Costs
$10,646,000
$62,065,000
$40,002,000
$144,512,000
$65,889,000
$323,115,000

Jurisdiction
City of Fredericksburg
Caroline County
King George County
Spotsylvania County
Stafford County
Regional Total

3.7 CONSTRAINED BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN PROJECT LIST
It is important to note that the projects listed in the following pages represent the bicycle and
pedestrian needs of the George Washington Region. In order to meet the bicycle and pedestrian
needs of the region with limited resources it is imperative to include such projects in other regionally
significant projects such as roadway improvement and widening projects. Figure 14, below, features
projects that are listed within the 2040 Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organizations
(FAMPO) Constrained Long Range Plan (CLRP) that contain a bicycle and pedestrian improvement
element within the scope of the project. These projects include improvements such as sidewalks,
paved shoulders, bicycle lanes, share-use paths, crosswalks with pedestrian timed signals, etc. in
addition to the planned improvements to the roadway. Please refer to the map following Figure 14
to see a visual representation of the constrained project list.
Figure 14

George Washington Region Bicycle and Pedestrian Constrained List
Facility
Improvement

Route/Location

Bridge
Replacement

Falmouth Bridge Replacement
(US 1)

Roadway
Widening

US 17 Widening from McClane Dr to
Stafford Lakes Pkwy

Comments

Widening to 6 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 6 lanes
with bicycle and
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Length
(Miles)

Total Approximate
Cost (2012)

0.4

$51,049,000

2.9

$50,056,000
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Roadway
Widening

US 1 from Harrison Rd to
Spotsylvania Pkwy

Roadway
Widening

US 17 from I-95 to Caroline Co. Line

Roadway
Widening

William St from Gateway Blvd to
William St/Blue and Gray Pkwy

Operational
Improvements

US 1 from Falmouth Bridge to Blue
and Gray Pkwy

Roadway
Widening

Courthouse Rd from US 1 to Smith
Station Rd

Roadway
Widening

US 1 from City Limit to Harrison Rd

Roadway
Widening

US 1 from Telegraph Rd to Prince
William County Line

Roadway
Widening

US 17 from Stafford Lakes Pkwy to
Hartwood Rd

Roadway
Widening

Courthouse Rd from Austin Ridge Dr
to Winding Creek Dr

Roadway
Widening

Fall Hill Ave/Mary Washington Blvd
from US 1 to Gordon Shelton Blvd

Roadway
Widening

Butler Rd from US 1 to Chatham
Heights Rd

Operational
Improvements

Onville Rd from Garrisonville Rd to
MCB Quantico Gate

pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 8 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
divided, with bicycle
and pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 6 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Improvements to
roadway without
added capacity, with
bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 6 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 6 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 6 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 6 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Operational
Improvements with
bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations
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3.0

$165,336,000

7.3

$67,447,000

0.8

$28,122,000

1.8

$47,370,000

3.7

$111,383,000

0.7

$28,876,000

3.3

$35,000,000

3.5

$51,347,000

2.3

$38,215,000

1.6

$47,726,000

1.1

$20,292,000

1.2

$6,927,000
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Roadway
Widening

Leavells Rd from Courthouse Rd to
Smith Station Rd

Operational
Improvements

Ferry Rd from Rt 3 to Brooke Rd

Roadway
Widening

Smith Station Rd from Gordon Rd to
Massaponax Church Rd

Roadway
Widening

Courthouse Rd from Winding Creek
Dr to Shelton Shop Rd

Roadway
Widening

Gordon Rd from Harrison Rd to
Smith Station Rd

Roadway
Widening

Massaponax Church Rd from US 1
to Smith Station Rd

Roadway
Widening

Shelton Shop Rd from Garrisonville
Rd to Mountainview Rd

New Road

Mahone St road from William St to
Fall Hill Ave

Roadway
Widening

Leeland Rd from Deacon Rd to
Morton Rd

Operational
Improvements

Truslow Rd from Poplar Rd to US 1

Operational
Improvements

Massaponax Church Rd from US 1
to US 17 Bypass

Roadway
Widening

Hood Dr from Courthouse Rd to
US 1

Operational
Improvements

Telegraph Rd from Russell Rd to
US 1 via Woodstock Ln

Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Operational
Improvements with
bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
New 4 lane road with
bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Operational
Improvements with
bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations
Operational
Improvements with
bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Operational
Improvements with
bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations

65

2.6

$47,868,000

3.4

$13,310,000

5.9

$86,298,000

1.5

$27,804,000

2.4

$36,802,000

1.0

$9,820,000

2.2

$39,119,000

1.1

$30,174,000

1.5

$22,645,000

6.7

$36,471,000

4.5

$16,681,000

0.4

$7,362,000

3.9

$23,538,000
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Roadway
Widening

From US 17 to Telegraph Rd

Roadway
Widening

Lake Anna Pkwy from Spotsylvania
Courthouse Bypass to Southern
Terminus of Lake Anna Pkwy

Widening to 6 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations
Widening to 4 lanes
with bicycle and
pedestrian
accommodations

Total On-Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Improvements within the
FAMPO 2040 CLRP:
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13.6

$237,005,000

4.3

$49,990,000

88.6

$1,434,033,000
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3.8 INTERSTATE CONNECTIONS
The East Coast Greenway
The East Coast Greenway surfaced in 1991 aimed at becoming the nation’s
longest urban trail project. Ultimately the corridor links cities on the eastern
seaboard by connecting existing and planned trails. Eventually the trail will be a
safe and continuous corridor that is completely off-road. The route itself is
nearly 3,000 miles long connecting the City of Calais in northeastern Maine all the
way to Key West in Florida.
The East Coast Greenway has been making headway over the years and currently
26%, or 766 miles of the trail is located off-road. The remainder of the trail
follows roadways that link the off-road sections until a continuous off-road
corridor can be identified. The on-road route was approved by the GWRC in
October of 2012. The East Coast Greenway traverses the George Washington
Region from north to south via Stafford County, the City of Fredericksburg,
Spotsylvania County, and Caroline County.
The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) has been working with the nonprofit member organization East Coast Greenway Alliance to establish a route through the
Commonwealth of Virginia. The Alliance works through the state chapters to partner with national,
state, regional and local organizations, agencies, and governments to help identify and maintain the
portions of the Greenway that traverse through the represented areas. As of the autumn of 2011 the
Virginia DCR and East Coast Greenway Alliance have developed the East Coast Greenway: Virginia
Guide to Bicycle and Walking.
The guide was designed to encourage sustainable tourism in Virginia which would boost economic
activity along the corridor. The guide provides travelers with the information one would need to
successfully and safely journey along the Greenway with detailed text directions referred to as cue
sheets and maps of the route with locations of future off-road segments and alternate/linking
routes. The guide also offers information on service, points of interest, and additional vital
information for travelers. Guides will be made available at all 12 Virginia Welcome Centers and by
mail via contacting the East Coast Greenway Alliance (info@greenway.org or 1.919.797.0619).
The GWRC will continue to work with the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
and the East Coast Greenway Alliance with the establishment of a completely off-road corridor
within the George Washington Region.
The Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail
The Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail (PHNST) is a partnership to develop a network of
locally-managed trails between the mouth of the Potomac River at the Chesapeake Bay and the
Allegheny Highlands, providing opportunities to experience history, culture, and characteristics of
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five physiographic provinces. Within the GW Region the PHNST will traverse Stafford and King
George Counties. In Stafford County, the trail includes the Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail, the trails in
Government Island County Park, and the planned Aquia Creek Water Trail. Other possible
connections within the GW Region could include portions of US Route 1, Courthouse Road,
Andrew Chapel Road, Brooke Road, Eskimo Hill Road,
Potomac Run Road, Leeland Road, Deacon Road, Cool
Springs Road, and Kings Highway (VA Route 3). This
potential route is depicted as a buffered alignment on the
Existing & Planned Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities
in Stafford County Map on page 62.
In King George County there are three possible routes.
The most direct route will connect to Stafford County via
VA Route 3 and then use the Dahlgren Railroad Heritage
Trail (once all outstanding issues are resolved) to Windsor
Road and then on into Westmoreland County. Another
possible route would utilize VA Route 3 from the
Stafford County line to Port Conway Road, then onto Salem Church Road, Dickinsons Corner
Road, and Stone Knoll Road. This route strays away from the Potomac River and Caledon State
Park, but the route is identified as potential bicycle routes in the King George Comprehensive Plan
and the roads also experience rather low traffic volumes. The third route would be considerably
expensive. This route would also connect to Stafford County via VA Route 3 and then use Chapel
Green Road, Dahlgren Road, and Windsor Road. The entire length of Dahlgren Road (VA Route
218) would need to be fully reconstructed to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians. These routes
are depicted on the Existing & Planned Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities in King George
County Map on page 47.
Adjacent to the planning area, the PHNST network includes the Northern Neck Heritage Trail
Bicycling Route Network (NNHT), now being promoted by the Northern Neck Tourism
Commission, the Virginia Tourism Corporation and others. The NNHT could be connected to the
GW Region via the planned route on Stone Knoll Road or via Windsor Road in King George
County. In Stafford County, development of facilities between Belmont/Stafford County Visitors
Center and Locust Shade Park would create a connection to the developing network in the River
corridor in Prince William County.
Other segments of the PHNST network include the Mount Vernon Trail, C&O Canal Towpath,
Great Allegheny Passage, Laurel Highlands Hiking Trail, and various linear parks and trails in
Northern Virginia. The developing “braided” network of trails provides various opportunities for
travel on foot, bicycle, horse, boat, and cross-country skis.
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The GWRC will adapt the concept of the PHNST network to local needs by coordinating and acting
as a liaison with staff of the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation and Nation Park
Service, the Potomac Heritage Trail Association (PHTA), and others through:
Facilitating discussion with the Region’s local representatives to plan and develop on-road
and off-road Trail Segments in the region;
Informing the VA DCR, National Park Service, PHTA, and others when new off-road trails
are constructed that might serve as connections;
Hosting Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail outreach meetings and events, and;
Providing informational materials concerning the PHNST network to elected officials and
residents of the Region.
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SECTION 4: THE 5 E’S OF BICYCLE PLANNING: ENGINEERING,
EDUCATION, ENCOURAGEMENT, ENFORCEMENT, AND
EVALUATION & PLANNING

4.1 INTRODUCTION
The success and effectiveness of a bicycle and pedestrian network depends on a number of factors;
most discernible among these factors are sound planning and design as well as the ability to fund
improvement projects. There are a number of other factors that are less evident but still are directly
associated with the success of a bicycle network. These factors are defined by the League of
American Bicyclists as the 5 E’s; Engineering, Education, Encouragement, Enforcement, and
Evaluation & Planning. Engineering refers to a community’s current bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure, what conditions it is in if any exists, and what amenities are provided. Education
refers to the level of community outreach and educational opportunities available to the public of all
ages to promote safety and awareness. Encouragement refers to the level of promotion and
advocacy a community displays towards bicycling and pedestrian amenities. Enforcement refers to
the level of which the community and area law enforcement have connected relaying the definitions
of the “rules of the road”. Finally Evaluation & Planning wraps up the 5 E’s by referring to the
level of which walking and bicycles are used as a transportation mode and what factors can be done
to increase those figures.
According to the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Virginia Highway Safety Office, in 2011,
there were six (6) bicycle crash related fatalities and 75 pedestrian fatalities in the Commonwealth of
Virginia. These figures are considerably lower than those reported in 2005, of which those figures
were used for the previously adopted Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. Injuries are commonly
underreported mainly due to issues with capturing the data; in this instance hospital discharge figures
are utilized for injury data and do not take into account those individuals that did not seek out
medical care. Figure 15 depicts the bicycle and pedestrian related fatalities from 2004 to 2011 in the
Commonwealth of Virginia and the George Washington Region.
Figure 15

Bicycle and Pedestrian Fatalities
Caroline County
King George
County
Spotsylvania
County

2004
2
0

2005
0
0

2006
0
1

2007
0
1

2008
0
0

2009
0
0

2010
1
0

2011
1
0

Total
4
2

2

1

0

3

2

1

3

2

14
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Stafford County
City of
Fredericksburg
Commonwealth
of Virginia

1
10

0
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

0
1

0
0

1
0

5
2

96

112

95

95

90

84

88

81

741

As shown in Figure 15 the George Washington Region accounts for a very small portion of the
bicycle and pedestrian related fatalities; except for 2011 where the GW Region accounted for nearly
17% of the Commonwealth’s bicycle related fatalities. Similarly, the GW Region also had minimal
amounts of bicycle and pedestrian injuries from 2004 to 2011. Please refer to Figure 16 for bicycle
and pedestrian injuries caused by motor vehicles. These figures were also compiled utilizing data
from the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Virginia Highway Safety Office.
Figure 16

Bicycle and Pedestrian Injuries
Caroline County
King George
County
Spotsylvania
County
Stafford County
City of
Fredericksburg
Commonwealth
of Virginia

2004
0
2

2005
4
2

2006
1
2

2007
2
2

2008
2
1

2009
4
1

2010
3
2

2011
4
0

Total
20
12

9

7

10

5

18

10

25

22

106

12
14

12
17

11
13

16
14

17
10

17
13

14
6

22
5

121
92

2,727

2,646

2,758

2,600

2,412

2,009

2,207

2,442

19,801

As shown in Figure 14 on page 63 there was a very small amount of motorist-bicycle and motoristpedestrian related injuries that required medical attention within the George Washington Region.
Although the figures related to injuries and fatalities is small, it is still extremely important to educate
all age groups of safe bicycle and pedestrian practices along with promoting the enforcement of the
laws pertaining to motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians to make safety a top priority in the Region.
The upcoming chapter in the plan will identify engineering, education, encouragement, enforcement,
and evaluation & planning programs that support the regional bicycle and pedestrian network. It is
also important to remember that the fundamental benefits of bicycling when developing education
and outreach programs. The fundamentals of bicycling are as follows:
Transportation Benefits - Bicycling can play a vital role within the transportation network.
Often times it is quicker than driving for short trips, it helps alleviate local traffic congestion,
and certain demographics (children, adolescents, and sometimes seniors) rely on it as their
sole means of mobility.
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Health Benefits - Bicycling is an excellent form of exercise; it can assist in preventing a
variety of conditions such as obesity, high blood pressure, diabetes, and high cholesterol
which can lead to cardiovascular disease.
Economic Benefits - The provision of a comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian network
and its associated facilities can benefit the George Washington Region through increased
tourism. When bicyclists visit the area they are likely to spend money on food,
accommodations, souvenirs, etc. The City of Fredericksburg, Spotsylvania and Stafford
Counties could benefit greatly from a comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian network that
connects all of the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Battlefield Park sites.
Community Benefits - A community with a comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian network
tend to generate a significant amount of bicycle and pedestrian traffic, which promotes
interaction between residents and in turn can create a greater sense of community.
Recreational Benefits - Bicycling as a form of recreation is important to the residents of
Virginia. The 2011 Virginia Outdoors Survey ranks walking for recreation #1 and bicycling
#19 among outdoor recreation activities based on the number of households participating in
the activity, however it ranks #4 on the list of “most needed outdoor recreation
opportunities” preceded by hiking/walking trails, fishing/swimming/beaches, and natural
areas respectively. Since the 2006 Virginia Outdoors Survey, bicycling has dropped from the
13th most popular outdoor recreation activity. The 2011 Virginia Outdoors Survey is used
to gauge needs in the Commonwealth while assisting with the development of the update to
the Virginia Outdoors Plan. The plan is the state’s official document regarding land
conservation, outdoor recreation, and open space planning. It helps all levels of the public
and private sectors meet the increased demands pertaining to those subjects.
4.2 ENGINEERING
Changes to the built environment through engineering improvements are extremely important
components of a successful bicycle and pedestrian plan. Making these improvements cost effective,
comprehensive, and tackled in a timely manner will be important in creating a robust bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure. Engineering encompasses all infrastructure used by cyclists and
pedestrians and can include bicycle parking facilities, multi-use paths, trails, signage, signals,
pavement markings, traffic calming, etc.
Bicycle Parking
Bicycle parking features can range from a simple bicycle rack to an elaborate parking structure
equipped with showers, lockers, and secure bicycle storage for cyclists. In some cases these parking
features offer maintenance for members of the facility. Details concerning possible bicycle parking
facilities in the region will be addressed in the appendices.
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Multi-Use Paths and Trails
Multi-use paths and trails are at the backbone of any bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure network,
as well as the backbone of this plan. These facilities are intended to be used solely by cyclists and
pedestrians and offer a space free from the concerns of automobile traffic. The George Washington
Region has had a network of multi-use paths and trails throughout, but localities have only recently
(within the last 10-15 years) began to implement such facilities as a viable alternative to automobile
transportation. It is crucial that the localities located within the George Washington Region
continue to take a proactive approach to addressing bicycle and pedestrian demands and its
importance at reducing reliance and congestions associated with the automobile.
Signage, Signals, and Pavement Markings
Signs, signals, and pavement markings related to cyclists and pedestrians must adhere to the Manual
for Uniform Traffic Control Devices for the Commonwealth of Virginia and the United States. All
must be properly designed and maintained to command respect from motorists and cyclists alike.
Further information concerning signage, signals, and pavement markings will be addressed in the
appendices.
Twenty’s Plenty
Twenty’s Plenty is traffic calming measure in Hoboken, NJ
that was developed in conjunction with the 20’s Plenty for
Us program in the United Kingdom. Unlike traditional
traffic calming measures, which can cost more than $50K
for even the smallest improvement, Twenty’s Plenty
merely lowers the speed limit from 25 MPH to 20 MPH in
residential neighborhoods that have agreed to do so. The
notion behind lowering the speed limits to 20 MPH is
based upon crash and accident data related to speed,
injuries, and fatalities in conjunction with motorists and
pedestrians. A child has a 95% chance of surviving a
collision with an automobile travelling at 20 MPH
compared to 55% chance at 30 MPH. While lowering the
speed limit could be viewed as an inconvenience, it is the
safety of the children of the George Washington Region
Twenty’s Plenty Street Sign – Glasgow, UK
which is more important. A Twenty’s Plenty campaign
could be combined with a Safe Routes to Schools program within the region.
Engineering Strategies
Work with localities, primarily the City of Fredericksburg, to locate bicycle parking facilities
where appropriate, in addition to those that are already in existence;
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Continue to work with the localities to make sure that multi-use paths and trails are
interconnected, providing citizens with an alternative means of transportation;
Continue to work with the localities and VDOT in order to place signage, signals, and
pavement markings improving the safety of cyclists and pedestrians where appropriate;
Establish a Twenty’s Plenty pilot program in the George Washington Region to help
improve safety of cyclists and pedestrians in target areas of the region.

4.3 EDUCATION
Bicycling educational programs provide the groundwork for communities/regions to begin
supporting bicycling; they are used to raise community awareness, promote safe riding skills and
often help to inform motorists on how to safely share the road with bicyclists. Ensuring both
motorists, cyclists and potential cyclists understand and practice essential “rules of the road” is a
crucial component of a safe bicycle network. Successful educational programs are targeted towards
a myriad of audiences including children, adolescents, and adults of various skill levels as well as
varying socioeconomic backgrounds.
This section will talk about different educational programs and strategies that can be implemented
within the George Washington Region to educate its residents on informative riding principles, how
to use proper safety equipment, and illustrating the “rules of the road”.
“Bike Smart, Virginia Schools!
“Bike Smart, Virginia Schools!” is a collaborative project with the Virginia Departments of
Education, Health, and Motor Vehicles as well as the non-profit organization, Bike Virginia.
According to the program, roughly 80% of childhood bicycle-related fatalities in the Commonwealth
of Virginia are due to rider error. “Bike Smart, Virginia Schools!” teaches children of all ages safe
and proper cycling behavior in an effort to reduce the numbers of bicycle-related injuries and
fatalities among our youth. This is accomplished by having a unit of on-the-bike instruction,
including: helmet safety, crash avoidance, bicycle handling skills, “rules of the road”, etc. as part of
the school districts health and physical education curriculum.
Within our Region, Bicycle Safety Programs have been adopted as part of the Health and Physical
Education Curriculum in one or more of the schools within the Stafford County School District. It
should become a priority of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee, the George
Washington Regional Commission, the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization,
and their member jurisdictions to promote this program to those school districts not currently
participating in the program.
To ensure that students are taught current safety information and riding techniques, all teachers
instructing bicycle safety as part of their Health and Physical Education curriculum are encouraged
to complete the Bike Smart! Virginia Basics training.
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Bike Smart! Basics Training
Bike Smart! Basics is a two-day hands-on training (totaling 12 hours) that is primarily focused on
teaching bicycle safety and bicycle maintenance for bicycle safety programs in elementary, middle, or
high schools. Participants are taught teachable skills and teaching rubrics to gain ideas and methods
to develop or enhance their respective bicycle safety programs.
Requirements necessary to conduct Bike Smart! Basics training are as follows:
Minimum of 5 and a Maximum of 15 participants;
Course must occur on two consecutive days resulting in 12 hours of instruction time;
Participants must each have a fully functional bicycle and personal helmet;
Preferred locations are schools with a classroom for lecture and an open field or a parking
lot for on-the-bike lessons.
For further information contact the Bike Smart Virginia Schools! team at the Virginia
Department of Health @ http://www.vahealth.org/injury/bike/BikeSmartVaSchools.htm
Safe Routes to School
Safe Routes to School programs use a comprehensive approach to make school routes safer for
children to walk and bicycle to and from school. These programs can be developed by numerous
stakeholders, but overall, the schools must be in full cooperation in order for the program to
succeed. Partnerships may include the schools/school districts, localities, community groups, health
professionals, regional organizations, etc. These programs also promote healthier living through
exercise and improve air quality by reducing the number of vehicle trips required to transport
students to and from school.
Virginia, from 2005 to 2011, received $22,445,119 in federal funding for this program. Funding for
this program is divided into two categories; programs and projects. The program grant is the first
step in this process and funding from the grant can be used to finance plans and non-infrastructure
related safety improvements. The project funding will only be awarded to schools/school districts
with a Safe Routes to School program already in place. The projects can include infrastructure
related projects within a two-mile radius of the school. For more information, please visit the Safe
Routes to School website.
Bike Virginia
Bike Virginia (formerly BikeWalk Virginia) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that supports
bicycling in Virginia through education, advocacy and public policy, facilitation, and promotion to
inspire more human powered recreation and transportation on bicycle. Bike Virginia’s mantra is
“Biking makes sense. It is economical, environmentally friendly, and healthy.”
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Bike Virginia wants to improve the environment and increase the level of public health by
encouraging individuals to burn calories in place of burning fossil fuels. Ongoing programs
conducted by Bike Virginia include Share the Road, the Sunrise Grant Program, Bike Smart, Bike
Month, and the Bike Virginia Tour to support improving the state of cycling across the
commonwealth. The organization also coordinates unique projects on top of the ongoing programs.
These unique projects include media campaigns, free learning webinars, share the road tip cards, and
educational videos. Additionally, there are positive economic impacts on individuals that utilize a
bicycle as a form of commuting or running errands by reducing the wear and tear, and fuel costs on
their automobiles.
Bicycle Safety Rodeos
Bicycle safety rodeos are conducted throughout the
Commonwealth of Virginia and provide a fun and
interactive environment for teaching the benefits of
bicycling and safe bicycling skills for participants.
Rodeos can be developed and organized for small or
very large groups and can provide a forum for other
community programs such as bicycle registration, health
and safety fairs, cyclovias, etc. Hospitals and health care
providers as well as law enforcement agencies are
Discover Fairfax Bicycle Rodeo – Fairfax, VA
frequently involved in sponsoring bicycle rodeos as a
measure to reduce head related trauma injuries through the proper use of bicycle helmets and safe
cycling practices. Bicycle safety rodeos often feature the following components:
Bicycle safety inspections;
Proper helmet fitting instruction;
Traffic cone/obstacle safety course;
Certificates for participation;
Free helmets for children that do not own one.
Bicycle Helmet Distribution Program
Helmet use is of top priority in considering bicycle safety. Bicycle helmet programs can include
demonstrations of proper fit, public service announcements, reduced helmet prices, and free helmet
giveaways. Local hospitals, health care providers, state agencies, private organizations, and local
police departments often play an active role in promoting, organizing, and participating in helmet
safety and distribution programs.
The Virginia Bike Helmet Distribution program was established to provide children, ages 17 and
under, with helmets in the towns, cities, and counties program sponsors visited when promoting
bicycle events such as the annual Bike Virginia ride. Event registration fees along with the Virginia
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Department of Motor Vehicles mini-grants funded the distribution program. Bell Sports made
available the previous model year’s helmets at a discount price to groups affiliated with the
SAFEKIDS USA coalitions. This partnership with Bell Sports was responsible for over 5,000
helmets distributed to children in the Commonwealth of Virginia. There is a state-wide SAFEKIDS
USA coalition in Virginia as well as ten local coalitions.
Community Youth Bicycle Safety Initiatives
Bicycle safety can be targeted locally through community youth bicycle safety initiatives. These
programs are ongoing and continually reinforce bicycle safety through local youth groups, school
groups, local recreation programs, and community police programs. Helmet use, “rules of the
road”, and local bicycle rides are often organized by youth groups and local volunteers.
Adult Bicycle Programs
Bicycle programs targeted towards adult audiences are needed to educate adult cyclists on today’s
“rules of the road” and the importance of helmet use for all cyclists regardless of age. There are
many programs and organizations that have materials and courses targeted towards adult cyclists.
For example, the League of American Bicyclists offers a National Bicycle Education Program for
adults. Within the Commonwealth of Virginia there are 35 certified instructors, of which three are
located in the George Washington Region.
Bike Virginia offers bicycle safety courses at many of its annual organized rides. These educational
programs occur during registration and the information is reinforced during the ride with on-theroad skill building at select rest stops along the route. Participation in these safety programs is
voluntary, but incentives are given to encourage participation. These skill building workshops,
however, are restricted to those participating in the Bike Virginia events.
Cyclovia
Cyclovias are days set aside when a sector of streets are set aside for a
few hours for the sole use of cyclists, pedestrians, skaters, and just
about any other human powered activity that can be imagined.
Stemming from its Latin American origins and roughly translated
from Spanish, cyclovia means “bike path”. These events have grown
in popularity throughout the United States over the years and have
been held in Roanoke, VA since 2009. With sponsorship through
Bike Virginia, a cyclovia could become a yearly tradition in the George
Washington Region and be used as a staging ground for bicycle
education programs.
Cyclovia Participants –
Roanoke, VA
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Educational Outreach Strategies:
Encourage the remaining four localities of the George Washington Region to implement a
Bike Smart! Virginia Schools program into their physical education curriculums;
Encourage at least one employee from each localities Parks and Recreation Departments to
become Bike Smart! Basics certified;
Encourage physical education teachers to also become Bike Smart! Basics certified;
Implement a bicycle and pedestrian safety education program into the curricula in regional
elementary and middle schools;
Continue to encourage regional school districts to institute Safe Routes to Schools
programs;
Submit yearly applications to receive Bicycle Helmet Mini-Grants through the Virginia
Department of Health to provide bicycle helmets to low-income children. Possible
applicants could include schools, community groups, localities, and regional agencies;
Create a web page on the GWRC and FAMPO website that contains a comprehensive list
with contact information of all state, regional and local advocacy groups, local cycling
groups, bicycle shops, as well as basic cycling and pedestrian safety information and other
related resources;
Hold an annual Bicycle Safety Rodeo, Cyclovia, or both in each locality. Possible sponsors
could be state agencies, local police departments, school districts, localities, private
organizations, and local cycling organizations;
Encourage the establishment of a SAFEKIDS Coalition for the Fredericksburg Region.
Possible sponsors could include local police, fire and EMS departments, area hospitals,
regional health departments, school districts, etc.;
Develop adult bicycle education safety courses that are taught by certified instructors and
sponsored by local police departments, parks and recreation departments, or other
community organizations;
Encourage members or local cycling clubs to become certified bicycling safety instructors;
Offer bicycle and pedestrian education courses for all ages at community events around the
region such as Earth Day, the Fredericksburg Agricultural Fair, the Virginia State Fair, etc.
Possible sponsors could include state agencies, local police departments, school districts,
localities, private organizations, and local cycling organizations, and;
Work with local media to air public service announcements highlighting pedestrian and
cycling procedures and encouraging motorists to safely share the road with all users.

4.4 ENCOURAGEMENT
Programs and initiatives that encourage cycling and walking are also an important element in
creating a bicycle and pedestrian friendly community. One way to promote and encourage cycling
and walking is to provide assistance in the form of maps, brochures, and travel guides to make
cycling and walking more approachable and enjoyable for the public. These steps can also improve
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experiences for novice and advanced cyclists alike. Another effective technique is to highlight the
myriad of benefits cycling can provide.
This section will discuss various encouragement programs and strategies that can be applied to the
George Washington Region to encourage its residents to bicycle and walk more often and to utilize
these modes as viable alternatives to the automobile as opposed to solely recreational uses.
Bicycle Maps/Brochures
Bicycle maps can provide invaluable information to encourage cycling. Specific bicycle routes are
often highlighted in regional and local bicycle brochures, as well as other attractions and destinations
that are easily accessible by bicycle, such as scenic roads, intermodal connections, historic and
culturally significant sites, and recreational and natural resource locations. Area accommodations
and unique events are often featured within a cycling brochure in an effort to promote extended
stays by cyclists.
The Virginia Department of Transportation has published an official ‘Bicycling in Virginia’ map.
This map includes the commonwealth’s 838 miles of United States Bicycle Routes 1 and 76; the
Virginia Capital Trail, connecting the colonial capital of Williamsburg with the modern capital of
Richmond; numerous locations for off-road mountain biking; and a range of facilities suitable for
beginners and families with young children. The map also includes the urban trails network of
Northern Virginia as well as the Heart of Appalachia Bike Route which consists of 128 miles of
paved and unpaved roads through the remote and mountainous landscape of southwestern Virginia.
This map focuses on routes and information that is of most interest to cyclists. The map includes
setting, terrain, elevation, as well as surface conditions. Inset enlargements of selected locations
provide details for parking and other facilities. The colored areas of the map show Virginia’s state
parks, national parks, and tourism regions, making it simple to find further information about food,
lodging and other attractions. This map can be obtained through the GWRC and ordered directly
from the VDOT website.
The GWRC will also develop a regional bicycle map for the George Washington Region as a part of
implementing this plan. The map will illustrate bicycle facilities, walking/hiking trails, equestrian
trails, and attractions in the region. The map will be published digitally online and in print form and
will be made available through the GWRC, localities, and regional organizations.
As the George Washington Region’s population continues to grow, so too will its bicycle network.
In an effort to maintain the currency of this plan it would be beneficial to develop a digital mapping
resource that can illustrate recommended point-to-point bicycle routes. Locally, the cities of
Washington, DC and Alexandria, VA, as well as Arlington and Fairfax Counties have developed
online resources providing priceless information for cyclists in the Northern Virginia and Capital
regions. Arlington County’s BikePlanner.org is the most robust of the four and allows the user to
set route preferences for “fastest”, “safest”, or “flattest” and whether or not the user will be using
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their own bike or one of the hundreds of Capital BikeShare bikes located around the region. A
similar tool should be developed for the George Washington Region.
Website Information
The internet can be an excellent source of information to encourage cycling. Established bicycle
routes, local bike programs and organizations, and upcoming bicycle events such as organized rides,
educational classes and bicycle rodeos can be periodically posted on the web. For example, VDOT
currently maintains a web page for its bicycle and pedestrian program and provides a variety of
bicycle-related information and resources. In addition, many bicycle clubs in Virginia maintain
websites to encourage participation and keep members informed of upcoming events.
Bike to Work Week
Bike to Work Week is a national event which encourages commuters to bike to work and forego
their automobiles during a designated week in May. Bike to Work Week is intended to demonstrate
that bicycle commuters have the potential to assist in alleviating traffic congestion, reduce parking
issues, and support healthy communities. At the local level, communities can sponsor special events
to generate awareness of Bike to Work Week. These events can include breakfast receptions with
local officials, organized rides, and raffles for cyclists participating in Bike to Work Week. Out of
the success of Bike to Work Week, some communities have designated a particular day per month,
week per month, or entire month for bicycle awareness. Public service announcements on local
television, radio stations, and newspapers can help promote the events.
Integrating Cycling Facilities with Transit and Commuter Lots
Provisions for bicycles on transit vehicles and in commuter
lots help encourage cycling and transit as alternative modes of
transportations. Bicycle racks on buses and bicycle access to
VRE stations and commuter lots has encouraged some
commuters to consider cycling to stations or parking lots
instead of driving. Providing secure and safe bicycle parking
at intermodal stations, bus stops, train stations, commuter
lots also reinforce cycling as a viable mode of access to
transit.
Bike-sharing
Bike-sharing has caught on in recent years within the United
States and has begun to flourish in some of the nation's cities,
most notably in nearby Washington, DC Bikeshare has
expanded its fleet of bicycles to 1670+ with a network of
175+ stations. Bike-sharing is a bicycle transit network with a
fleet of bicycles located throughout an area to be made
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available for short-term use. To utilize the service, users must register with the service provider and
pay a small annual membership fee. Members are issued smart cards or keyfobs that can be used to
release the vehicle for use. Bike-sharing is growing in popularity throughout the United States and
have been established cities large and small such as Chicago, Denver, Houston, Minneapolis, and
even Phoenixville, PA. These programs can be created by localities, regional agencies, and/or
private organizations.
Bicycle Tours
Organized tours are a popular means to encourage cycling in Virginia. Tours vary from short local
rides for cyclists of all levels to major, multi-day events. Virginia has a series of well known bicycle
tours including Bike Virginia, Pedal the Parkway, Fun Day on the Bay, and the Fall Foliage Festival.
These tours have been extremely successful and not only showcase great cycling opportunities in
Virginia; they also encourage the communities along the tour to become bicycle friendly. Volunteers
in each community often prepare meals, organize rest stops, and provide entertainment for the
cyclists.
Bicycle Clubs
Local and regional bicycle clubs are often very active in bicycle education and encouragement.
Bicycle clubs are a key advocacy group in developing local and regional bicycle networks. In
addition to bicycle advocacy, bicycle clubs are often dedicated to promoting health and fitness
benefits of cycling, as well as the sport of bicycle racing. Bicycle clubs are also involved with
volunteer efforts for trail development, promotion, and maintenance.
There are a few bicycle advocacy and riding clubs already established in the George Washington
Region; most of which play a vital role in developing this plan. These clubs also perform trail
maintenance on the regions’ trails, volunteer at community events, organize group rides, and have
guided the development of a number of regional bicycle and pedestrian plans. A listing of these
organizations will be included in the comprehensive listings of bicycle and pedestrian resources that
will be developed on the FAMPO website.
Encouragement Strategies:
Establish a web page on the GWRC website that contains a comprehensive listing of bicycle
and pedestrian resources;
Establish an online interactive map displaying the regions bicycle routes and point-to-point
routing information;
The GWRC will work with local organizations, agencies, businesses, and media to establish
and promote Bike Month in May and a Bike to Work Day/Week there within and
throughout the year;
Encourage each locality to sponsor special events during the National Bike to Work Week;
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The GWRC will partner with VDOT to continue the provision of bicycle racks at commuter
lots and transit stations throughout the region;
The GWRC/FAMPO will work with localities to ensure that bike racks are provided where
needed throughout the region;
Encourage and work with the City of Fredericksburg to implement a bicycle locker station
downtown;
Continue to work with FRED to ensure that all of its facilities are bicycle and pedestrian
friendly;
Research the possibility of implementing a bike-sharing service in the City of Fredericksburg;
Establish local bicycle tours for the George Washington Region. These tours could include
Historic Downtown Fredericksburg and the Fredericksburg-Spotsylvania National Military
Park;
Coordinate with Bike Virginia to establish another event that passes through the George
Washington Region, and;
The GWRC will continue to work with the regions’ various organizations and clubs to
further cycling in the George Washington Region through technical support, community
outreach, and by funding bicycle facility improvements throughout the region.

4.5 ENFORCEMENT
The enforcement of Virginia’s bicycle laws and local bicycle regulations are important elements in
providing a secure cycling environment. Like any other transportation system, rules and regulations
define user expectations and reduce the risk of injury. Rules and regulations need to be easily
accessible and taught through education and encouragement venues to ensure that cyclists and
motorists are aware of and follow the “rules of the road”. In Virginia, a bicycle is considered a
vehicle when operated on a roadway. Thus, cyclists and motorists basically have the same rights and
duties, and the laws governing traffic regulation apply equally to both. Cyclists must obey the same
traffic laws as those who are operating a motor vehicle and follow traffic signals, signs, lane
markings, directions, etc. Bicycle laws and regulations must be readily enforced in a manner to
encourage bicycle use. Please refer to Appendix D for laws regarding cyclists in Virginia.
Emphasizing and promoting these rules are the foundation for any regional/local level enforcement
program.
This section will address strategies and programs that promote the enforcement of Virginia’s bicycle
laws to cyclists of all ages, and backgrounds as well as to motorists.
Police Bicycle Patrols
Numerous police departments throughout the Commonwealth, including the City of
Fredericksburg, King George County, and Spotsylvania County have successfully introduced bicycle
patrols as part of their overall patrol efforts. These patrols have proven to be a particularly positive
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way for police officers to interact with the community. Police officers on bicycles can readily
enforce laws and regulations by quickly and effectively addressing bicycle and pedestrian infractions.
Bicycle police patrols have an added responsibility of following the “rules of the road” and
demonstrating proper cycling etiquette by setting an example for other cyclists in the community.
Bicycle patrols have also proven effective in educational, encouragement, and community outreach
efforts.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Ticketing
Ticketing illegal bicycle and pedestrian operations is sometimes needed to reinforce the importance
of the “rules of the road”. Warnings may be appropriate in most cases, allowing the cyclists or
pedestrian to recognize their mistake without paying a fine. At the national level, some police
departments administer “tickets” that are coupons redeemable for discounted or free bicycle helmets
for youth that are spotted without a helmet. Other communities distribute leaflets with the “rules of
the road” or safety tips as a warning to cyclists and pedestrians not obeying the traffic laws and
regulations. In addition to enforcing laws governing pedestrian and cyclist actions, motorists must
be held responsible when endangering cyclists and pedestrians. Failure to yield to pedestrians in
marked or unmarked crosswalks, as well as harassment of a cyclist present major dangers to cyclists
and pedestrians and discourage individuals from walking or cycling on many roads in the region.
Bicycle Registration
In an effort reduce the incidence of stolen bicycles in the region a program to register private
bicycles should be implemented in the region to assist in making bicycle ownership more secure.
Locally, Arlington County has a registry for individuals to provide a detailed description of their
bicycle. Should the vehicle be stolen, a resident may file an incident report and have the opportunity
to visit the “Recovered Bicycles” web page for details on recently recovered bicycles. This service
can be provided easily to the residents of the George Washington Region and add peace of mind to
residents of the subsequent counties.
Enforcement Strategies:
Ensure that Virginia’s Laws regarding bicycles and pedestrians are readily available
throughout the region. These locations should include but are not limited to: community
centers, libraries, recreational facilities, schools, city and county government buildings, etc.;
Establish police bicycle patrols in the localities that do not have them currently;
Position crossing guards at intersections around all school locations so that children may
have the option to bike/walk to school;
Encourage each locality to pass a helmet ordinance;
Issue warnings to first time offenders and tickets thereafter for observed bicycle and
pedestrian infractions;
Providing training programs to law enforcement on proper investigation of crashes involving
cyclists and pedestrians;
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Provide training to law enforcement on the rights of cyclists and pedestrians on roadways in
Virginia;
Enforce laws protecting cyclists and pedestrians (i.e. safe passing, aggressive driving, yielding
to pedestrians, etc.);
Provide a mechanism to encourage cyclists to report harassment or aggressive driving
infractions in the George Washington Region.
4.6 EVALUATION & PLANNING
The evaluation of existing bicycle and pedestrian plans, if applicable, is essential in order to properly
plan for a connected bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure network. In addition to auditing the
localities on current and past bicycle and pedestrian planning endeavors, it is crucial that the GWRC
as well as the localities survey cyclists and pedestrians on what can be done to improve their
experiences. It may also behoove the localities and regional planners alike to survey non-cyclists and
occasional walkers on what changes can be made in order to shift their behavior. Gathering and
evaluating bicycle and pedestrian crash data will assist planners in locating trouble spots within the
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure so that improvements can be made in a timely manner.
Walk Score
The mission of Walk Score, much like the goal of the George Washington Regional Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan, is to promote walkable communities and neighborhoods. Walkable communities
promote healthier lifestyles while decreasing the level of congestion on area roadways. The George
Washington Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan utilized Walk Score’s ranking apparatus to score
each and every parcel within the George Washington Region. Roughly 150,000 parcels were scored
overall! The parcels were ranked on a scale of 100 and were utilized to determine where gaps in
existing and future bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure are located and on what level it would need
to be addressed.
Walk Score’s algorithm, unfortunately, is not a perfected science and does lead to some errors. For
instance, Walk Score does not take into account obstacles such as interstate highways, rail lines, or
even rivers. This can lead to some outlying errors that would need to be addressed and corrected
for planning purposes. For further details on scoring please refer to the Walk Score maps and data
in the appendices.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Crash Reporting
Reporting, cataloging, and analyzing high bicycle and pedestrian crash locations as well as the
circumstances surrounding the incident can help determine appropriate mitigating measures to
improve bicycle and pedestrian travel. Bicycle and pedestrian crashes are often not reported unless
they involve serious injury and the deployment emergency services. Efforts to report all bicycle and
pedestrian crashes can assist in identifying potential safety hazards for other cyclists. The bicycling
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community and local bike clubs assist localities in identifying these areas. It also would be beneficial
for police officers to attend training courses that train them in investigating crashes that involve
cyclists and pedestrians.
Evaluation and Planning Strategies:
Evaluate existing bicycle and pedestrian plans where applicable and make suggestions
appropriate to updating the documents;
Utilized Walk Score’s website to further determine where walkable neighborhoods and
communities are located and adjust plans accordingly;
Map the locations of bicycle and pedestrian related crashes and update periodically;
Utilize the crash location map and crash data to define priorities for facility
improvements, education, and enforcement.
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SECTION 5: IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION
This plan contains strategies and recommendations to ensure that the George Washington Region
continues to develop with cyclists and pedestrians in mind, most importantly when new roadway
construction and existing roadway improvements efforts are being undertaken. For the
recommendations and strategies in this plan to become a reality, a number of processes must be
completed. First, the plan must be adopted by the Policy Boards of the George Washington
Regional Commission (GWRC) and the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Commission
(FAMPO). Once this occurs the plan will be forwarded to all appropriate state, and federal agencies
such as the Virginia Department of Transportation, Virginia Department of Rails and Public
Transportation, Virginia Department of Conservation Resources, Federal Highway Administration,
etc. The localities of the George Washington Region will also be forwarded copies of the plan. This
plan is suitable to adopted by each locality to be used as their official bicycle and pedestrian plan, if
the locality so inclined. Once this has taken place, improvements can begin. It will be crucial to the
success of the plan that extensive citizen input and support from cyclists, pedestrians, motorists, and
other groups can be developed during the implementation phase.
In October of 2011 the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB) passed an updated version of
VDOT’s bicycle and pedestrian policy. The original policy was approved on March 18, 2004. This
policy provides the framework through which the Virginia Department of Transportation will
accommodate cyclists and pedestrians, including pedestrians with disabilities, along with motorized
modes in the planning, funding, design, construction, operation, and maintenance of Virginia’s
transportation network to achieve a safe, effective, and balanced multimodal transportation system.
Please refer to the Appendices for VDOT’s full policy on bicycles and pedestrians.

5.2 STRATEGIES
GWRC/FAMPO
Incorporate recommendations into the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and
other transportation plans;
Review and update the plan every four years, in concert with FAMPO’s Constrained Long
Range Transportation Plan (CLRP);
Pursue funding through state and federal grants as well as other funding avenues such as the
FHWA Bonus Obligation Funds;
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Assist the regions’ localities in pursuing funding;
Continue involvement with the localities in their bicycle and pedestrian planning efforts;
Work with the local organizations to promote cycling and walking;
Continue regional cooperation with neighboring localities and the Commonwealth in
planning and development;
Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian capacity into FAMPO’s travel demand model;
Coordinate assistance from volunteers, local and regional organizations, and state and federal
agencies to complete local projects that contribute to long-distance trails (e.g. East Coast
Greenway, Potomac Heritage Trail, etc.),and;
Review documentation for successful trail facilities constructed within active railway and
utility corridors.
Local Government
Adopt the plan and provide approved copies of resolutions to notify all necessary
departments and agencies;
Consider amending local comprehensive plans and regulatory ordinances to incorporate the
recommendations and elements of this plan as the localities deem appropriate;
Establish a bicycle and pedestrian planner as a staff position (where applicable);
Enforce speed limits and traffic laws regarding the interaction with bicycles and pedestrians;
Provide annual funding in Capital Improvement Programs to construction and maintenance;
Pursue state and federal grants to fund bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
5.3 FUNDING
There are numerous funding avenues for bicycle and pedestrian projects. Please refer to Table XX
for a state and federal program funding matrix. In addition to federal and state funding programs,
local funding and private sector funding are also viable options.
Local Funding:

Private Sector Funding:

VDOT Urban and Secondary Road Monies;
Capital Improvement Programs;
General Fund Appropriations;
Proffers;
Impact Fees;
Transportation Service Districts.
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5.4 MAINTENANCE
Once the proposed improvements are constructed, the facilities will have to be managed and
maintained. VDOT is ultimately responsible for any bicycle facility that is located in VDOT Rightof-Way (ROW). Shared-use/multi-use paths and other off-road facilities are the responsibility of
the locality. Within the locality, tasks can be delegated to the Public Works or Parks and Recreation
Departments or other departments/agencies that the locality sees fit. Volunteers are also viable
resources to perform tasks such as brush and snow removal, cleaning, painting, etc.
Each locality will need to examine their internal staff capabilities, potential for volunteer help, and
evaluate what agencies are available for assistance. Then, the locality can begin to define
maintenance programs and obligate tasks to their available resources. It also may be beneficial for
each locality to develop an advisory committee made up of staff from the Planning, Parks and
Recreation, Police, and Tourism/Economic Development departments as well as citizens, advisory
groups, and regional agencies that will coordinate these efforts and oversee the overall bicycle and
pedestrian facility network.
Maintenance obligations will differ between facility types, but all bicycle and pedestrian facilities will
require maintenance at some point in the facilities’ lifetime. Figure 15, below, lists types of
maintenance that will need to be undertaken and suggestions as to which locality/agency should be
responsible for the maintenance.
Figure 15

Trail Maintenance Responsibilities
Frequency

Type of Maintenance

Responsible Entity

As Needed

Trash removal
Brush cleaning
Map/signage updates
Replacement/repair of ancillary
facilities
Surface patching

Volunteers
Local Parks and Recreation/Public Works
Departments
VDOT - for on-road facilities

Seasonal

Snow removal
Planting
Cleaning of Culverts

Volunteers
Local Parks and Recreation/Public Works
Departments
VDOT - for on-road facilities

Annual

Evaluate the surface conditions

Local Parks and Recreation/Public Works
Departments
VDOT - for on-road facilities
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Repair of ancillary amenities and
Every 5 Years
signage

Volunteers
Local Parks and Recreation/Public Works
Departments

Every 10
Years

Resurface facility
Restripe facility

Local Parks and Recreation/Public Works
Departments
VDOT - for on-road facilities

Facility reconstruction

Local Parks and Recreation/Public Works
Departments
VDOT - for on-road facilities

Every 20
Years
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APPENDIX A: MANUAL FOR UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL
DEVICES (MUTCD)
Regulatory Signs for Bicycle Facilities

A-1
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Pedestrian Regulatory Signs

A-5
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE ORDINANCE LANGUAGE
8-2-17 When Sidewalks are to be Constructed or Reconstructed.
(a) Sidewalks shall be constructed in any area of the city where:
(1) Sidewalks are necessary to provide adequate and safe routes for school children to and
from their dwellings to and from educational facilities;
(2) Pedestrian traffic is not adequately accommodated by existing sidewalks;
(3) No sidewalks are in existence, or;
(4) The health, welfare, and safety of the public require that adequate sidewalks be provided
for the public convenience.
(b) Any existing sidewalks, or portions thereof, shall be reconstructed or replaces:
(1) Where any vertical displacement of the adjoining sidewalks section exceeds threequarters of an inch (¾”);
(2) Where any lateral displacement of adjoining sidewalk exceeds one inch (1”);
(3) Where the surface condition of the sidewalks has deteriorated, cracked, settled, or
chipped, so as to create or constitute a hazard or unsafe condition to the public;
(4) Where the transverse slope of the sidewalks exceeds one inch (1”) per foot (1’) or in
which the combination of transverse or longitudinal grade is sufficient for adequate
drainage of the sidewalks;
(5) Where the sidewalk is less than four feet (4’) wide in any residential zoning district in the
city and less than six feet (6’) wide in any business or industrial zoning district in the city,
if the sidewalk or any portion thereof constitutes a hazard to pedestrian safety; or
(6) Where there is not at least a five foot (5’) transition in the direction of the sidewalk on
any sidewalk adjacent to a driveway.
(c) If any existing sidewalk consists of sandstone and the abutting property owner requests that
it be retained, the city manager shall retain such sandstone sidewalk if the stones or slabs are
at least two inches (2”) thick, are set in a base of concrete not less than four inches (4”) or
compacted subgrade not less than six inches (6”) thick; have all sections grouted to the base
to provide a uniform surface grade throughout all portions of the sidewalk; have no
longitudinal joints; are at least four feet (4’) by two feet (2’) in size. Only a concrete base is
allowed over a curb cut or driveways.
8-2-19 Sidewalk Construction on Corner Lots
All sidewalks constructed abutting corner lots shall be continued to the point of connection with
street crossings and shall contain handicapped ramps or smooth transitions to the street crossing
grade.
8-2-22 Sidewalk Required Prior to Issuance of a Building Permit
(a) Any person who applies for a building permit or permits for a new building or structure or
for an addition, alteration, or repair whose cost within any twenty-four-month period
exceeds twenty-five percent (25%) of the value of the existing building or structure,
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

regardless of the zone, on a lot where sidewalks meeting the requirements of this chapter so
not exist, shall submit plans to construct sidewalks, including the location of the sidewalk as
it extends along the length of the applicant’s property.
For purposes of this section, the city manager shall determine the value of the existing
building or structure based upon the current data and information available to the manager.
The manager shall determine whether the sidewalk plans meet the standards for sidewalks of
this chapter.
Sidewalks shall be constructed in accordance with the plans as finally approved by the city
manager and before the occupation of the building.
The applicant for the building permit shall agree in writing that before or after the
construction of the sidewalk the applicant will grant the city an easement for use by the
public as a right-of-way for sidewalk purposes of the area in which the sidewalk lies, if such
area is not already in the public right-of-way.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, a building permit may be issued when
a plot plan is submitted indicating the location and alignment of the sidewalk along the
length of the applicant’s property but before construction plans are submitted or a sidewalk
is constructed if:
(1) The land being built upon fronts on a street that is not improved to acceptable city
standards and the applicant signs an agreement, satisfactory to the city attorney, to
construct the sidewalk whenever the city manager determines that it is needed by the
area residents and the general public, considering the improvement of the street
fronting the land and the existence of sidewalks or portions of sidewalks on the
property and the area adjacent to the land and the property in the vicinity of the land;
or
(2) The city manager determines that the construction of sidewalks is not immediately
necessary to protect area residents for the public safety and the applicant signs an
agreement and covenant running with the land, satisfactory to the city attorney, to
construct the sidewalk when the city manager determines, based on the density of
population of the immediate area, the neighborhood needs, the condition of the
sidewalk fronting the land, and the existence of sidewalks or portions of sidewalks
on the property in the area adjacent to the land and the property in the vicinity of the
land, that the needs of area residents and the general public require sidewalk
construction.
(3) The applicant under either paragraph (f)(1) or (f)(2) of this section shall, before a
building permit is issued, grant to the city an easement for the right-of-way of the
sidewalk to be constructed at a later time. The easement shall provide for immediate
use of the easement area before sidewalk construction by the public as a right-of-way
for sidewalk purposes.
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9-9-8 Reservations, Dedication, and Improvement of Rights-of-Way.
(a) Purpose: the city is authorized to acquire right-of-way by purchase, gift, or condemnation.
Additionally, the city is also instructed to establish and maintain a city street system pursuant
to sections 43-2-123 to 43-2-125, C.R.S. The purposes of this section are:
(1) To promote and create an interconnected city through acquisition of right-ofway to allow for transportation systems that provide for the integrated and multimodal movement of all modes of transportation including, without limitation,
pedestrians, bicycles, skaters, and motor vehicles.
(2) To create an interconnected transportation system that will enhance the safe,
convenient, and efficient movement of all modes of transportation.
(3) Right-of-Way Dedication Required for New Streets and Alleys: The right-of-way
required for a new street or alley shall be wide enough to include and
accommodate all of the necessary public improvements: the paved roadway
section including, without limitation, travel lanes, turning and speed change
lanes, transit lanes, bicycle lanes, and parking lanes; curbs and gutters or drainage
swales; roadside and median landscaping areas; sidewalks; and any necessary
utility corridors. The minimum width of right-of-way to be dedicated shall be:
(4) Right-of-Way Improvements for New Streets and Alleys: The right-of-way
improvements required for new streets and alleys shall meet or exceed the
following minimum standards:
(A) The right-of-way improvements shall include the following elements: the roadway paving
including, without limitation, travel lanes, turning and speed change lanes, transit lanes,
bicycle lanes, and parking lanes; curbs and gutters or drainage swales; roadside and median
landscaping; sidewalks and trails; and any necessary utilities.
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APPENDIX C: LIST OF BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN WEB
RESOURCES
Bicycle Resources

Pedestrian Resources

Association of Bicycle and Pedestrian Professionals
(APBP)

2011 Virginia Outdoors Demand Survey

Bicycling Information Center

20s Plenty for Us

Bike Arlington

Alliance for Community Choice in Transportation

Bikes Belong Coalition

America Walks

Bike Virginia

American Volkssports Association (AVA)

byCycle.org

Germanna Volkssport Association (GVA)

Capital Bikeshare

The National Charrette Institute

East Coast Greenway

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Pedestrian Safety Program

FHWA Bicycle and Pedestrian Program

Pedestrian Information Center

Fredericksburg Area Trail Management and Users
Group

Safe Routes to School

Fredericksburg Cyclists Club

Sierra Club’s Rappahannock Group

Fredericksburg Pathway Partners

Smart Growth Online

Friends of the Dahlgren Railroad Heritage Trail

Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
Trails Program (RTP)

League of American Cyclists

Walkscore

League of Illinois Cyclists

Walk Arlington

Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices

Walkable Communities, Inc.

National Center for Bicycling and Walking

Walk Virginia (Part of Bike Virginia)

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Bicycle Safety Program
National Strategies for Advancing Bicycle Safety
Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail
Potomac Heritage Trail Association
Rails to Trails Conservancy
Virginia Bicycling Federation
Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles
Virginia Department of Transportation Bicycling &
Walking Programs
Virginia State Police
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APPENDIX D: VIRGINIA BICYCE RIDING LAWS
(From Code of Virginia On-line)
§ 46.2-1015. Lights on bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility devices, electric power
assisted bicycles, and mopeds
Every bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted bicycle, and
moped when in use between sunset and sunrise shall be equipped with a white light on the
front emitting a white light visible in clear weather from a distance of at least 500 feet to the
front and a red reflector visible from a distance of at least 600 feet to the rear when directly
in front of lawful lower beams of headlights on a motor vehicle. Such lights and reflector
shall be of types approved by the Superintendent. In addition to the foregoing provisions of
this section, a bicycle or its rider may be equipped with lights or reflectors. These lights may
be steady burning or blinking.
Every bicycle, or its rider, shall be equipped with a taillight on the rear emitting a red light
plainly visible in clear weather from a distance of at least 500 feet to the rear when in use
between sunset and sunrise and operating on any highway with a speed limit of 35 mph or
greater.
§ 46.2-1066. Brakes
Every motor vehicle when driven on a highway shall be equipped with brakes adequate to
control the movements of and to stop and hold such vehicle. The brakes shall be maintained
in good working order and shall conform to the provisions of this article. Every bicycle,
electric power-assisted bicycle, and moped, when operated on a highway, shall be equipped
with a brake that will enable the operator to make the braked wheels skid on dry, level, clean
pavement. Every electric personal assistive mobility device, when operated on a highway,
shall be equipped with a system that, when activated or engaged, will enable the operator to
bring the device to a controlled stop.
§ 46.2-1078. Unlawful to operate motor vehicle, bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility
device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped while using earphones
It shall be unlawful for any person to operate a motor vehicle, bicycle, electric personal
assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped on the highways in the
Commonwealth while using earphones on or in both ears.
§ 46.2-1081. Slow-moving vehicle emblems
E. The provisions of this section shall not apply to bicycles, electric power-assisted bicycles,
or mopeds. Display of a slow-moving vehicle emblem on a bicycle, electric power-assisted
bicycle, or moped shall not be deemed a violation of this section.
§ 46.2-800. Riding bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility devices, electric power
assisted bicycles, or mopeds; riding or driving animals
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Every person riding a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric powerassisted bicycle, moped, or an animal or driving an animal on a highway shall be subject to
the provisions of this chapter and shall have all of the rights and duties applicable to the
driver of a vehicle, unless the context of the provision clearly indicates otherwise.
§ 46.2-839. Passing bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power
assisted bicycle, moped, animal, or animal-drawn vehicle
Any driver of any vehicle overtaking a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device,
electric power-assisted bicycle, moped, animal, or animal-drawn vehicle proceeding in the
same direction shall pass at a reasonable speed at least two feet to the left of the overtaken
bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted bicycle, moped,
animal, or animal-drawn vehicle and shall not again proceed to the right side of the highway
until safely clear of such overtaken bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric
power assisted bicycle, moped, animal, or animal-drawn vehicle.
§ 46.2-847. Left turns by bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility devices, electric powerassisted bicycles, and mopeds
A person riding a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted
bicycle, or moped and intending to turn left shall either follow a course described in § 46.2846 or make the turn as provided in this section. A person riding a bicycle, electric personal
assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped and intending to turn left
shall approach the turn as close as practicable to the right curb or edge of the roadway. After
proceeding across the intersecting roadway, the rider shall comply with traffic signs or
signals and continue his turn as close as practicable to the right curb or edge of the roadway
being entered. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section, the Commonwealth
Transportation Board and local authorities, in their respective jurisdictions, may cause
official traffic control devices to be placed at intersections to direct that a specific course be
traveled by turning bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility devices, electric powerassisted bicycles, and mopeds. When such devices are so placed, no person shall turn a
bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped
other than as directed by such devices.
§ 46.2-849. How signals given
A. Signals required by § 46.2-848 shall be given by means of the hand and arm or by some
mechanical or electrical device approved by the Superintendent, in the manner specified in
this section. Whenever the signal is given by means of the hand and arm, the driver shall
indicate his intention to start, stop, turn, or partly turn by extending the hand and arm
beyond the left side of the vehicle in the manner following: 1. For left turn or to pull to the
left, the arm shall be extended in a horizontal position straight from and level with the
shoulder; 2. For right turn or to pull to the right, the arm shall be extended upward; 3. For
slowing down or stopping, the arm shall be extended downward. B. Wherever the lawful
speed is more than 35 miles per hour, such signals shall be given continuously for a distance
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of at least 100 feet, and in all other cases at least 50 feet, before slowing down, stopping,
turning, or partly turning. C. A person riding a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility
device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped shall signal his intention to stop or turn.
Such signals, however, need not be given continuously if both hands are needed in the
control or operation of the bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric powerassisted bicycle, or moped. D. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section, a
person operating a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted
bicycle, or moped may signal a right turn or pull to the right by extending the right hand and
arm in a horizontal position straight from and level with the shoulder beyond the right side
of the bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or
moped, and may signal slowing down or stopping by extending the right arm downward.
§ 46.2-856. Passing two vehicles abreast
A person shall be guilty of reckless driving who passes or attempts to pass two other vehicles
abreast, moving in the same direction, except on highways having separate roadways of three
or more lanes for each direction of travel, or on designated one-way streets or highways.
This section shall not apply, however, to a motor vehicle passing two other vehicles when
one or both of such other vehicles is a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device,
electric power assisted bicycle, or moped; nor shall this section apply to a bicycle, electric
personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped passing two
other vehicles.
§ 46.2-857. Driving two abreast in a single lane
A person shall be guilty of reckless driving who drives any motor vehicle, including any
motorcycle, so as to be abreast of another vehicle in a lane designed for one vehicle, or
drives any motor vehicle, including any motorcycle, so as to travel abreast of any other
vehicle traveling in a lane designed for one vehicle. However, this section shall not apply to
any validly authorized parade, motorcade, or motorcycle escort, nor shall it apply to a motor
vehicle traveling in the same lane of traffic as a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility
device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped.
§ 46.2-903. Riding or driving vehicles other than bicycles, electric power-assisted bicycles, or
electric personal assistive mobility devices on sidewalks
No person shall ride or drive any vehicle other than (i) an emergency vehicle, as defined in §
46.2-920, (ii) a vehicle engaged in snow or ice removal and control operations, (iii) a wheel
chair or wheel chair conveyance, whether self-propelled or otherwise, (iv) a bicycle, (v) an
electric personal assistive mobility device, or (vi) an electric power-assisted bicycle on the
sidewalks of any county, city, or town of the Commonwealth.
§ 46.2-904. Use of roller skates and skateboards on sidewalks and shared-use paths;
operation of bicycles, electric power-assisted bicycles, and electric personal assistive
mobility devices on sidewalks and crosswalks and shared-use paths; local ordinances
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The governing body of any county, city, or town may by ordinance prohibit the use of roller
skates and skateboards and/or the riding of bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility
devices, or electric power-assisted bicycles on designated sidewalks or crosswalks, including
those of any church, school, recreational facility, or any business property open to the public
where such activity is prohibited. Signs indicating such prohibition shall be conspicuously
posted in general areas where use of roller skates and skateboards, and/or bicycle, electric
personal assistive mobility devices or electric power-assisted bicycle riding is prohibited. A
person riding a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, or an electric power
assisted bicycle on a sidewalk, shared-use path, or across a roadway on a crosswalk, shall
yield the right-of-way to any pedestrian and shall give an audible signal before overtaking and
passing any pedestrian. No person shall ride a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility
device, or an electric power assisted bicycle on a sidewalk or across a roadway on a
crosswalk, where such use of bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility devices, or electric
power-assisted bicycles is prohibited by official traffic control devices. A person riding a
bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, or an electric power assisted bicycle on a
sidewalk, shared-use path, or across a roadway on a crosswalk, shall have all the rights and
duties of a pedestrian under the same circumstances. A violation of any ordinance adopted
pursuant to this section shall be punishable by a civil penalty of not more than $50.
§ 46.2-905. Riding bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility devices, electric power
assisted bicycles, and mopeds on roadways and bicycle paths
Any person operating a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power
assisted bicycle, or moped on a roadway at less than the normal speed of traffic at the time
and place under conditions then existing shall ride as close as safely practicable to the right
curb or edge of the roadway, except under any of the following circumstances: 1. When
overtaking and passing another vehicle proceeding in the same direction; 2. When preparing
for a left turn at an intersection or into a private road or driveway; 3. When reasonably
necessary to avoid conditions including, but not limited to, fixed or moving objects, parked
or moving vehicles, pedestrians, animals, surface hazards, or substandard width lanes that
make it unsafe to continue along the right curb or edge; 4. When avoiding riding in a lane
that must turn or diverge to the right; and 5. When riding upon a one-way road or highway, a
person may also ride as near the left-hand curb or edge of such roadway as safely practicable.
For purposes of this section, a "substandard width lane" is a lane too narrow for a bicycle,
electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped and
another vehicle to pass safely side by side within the lane. Persons riding bicycles, electric
personal assistive mobility devices, or electric power-assisted bicycles on a highway shall not
ride more than two abreast. Persons riding two abreast shall not impede the normal and
reasonable movement of traffic, shall move into a single file formation as quickly as is
practicable when being overtaken from the rear by a faster moving vehicle, and, on a laned
roadway, shall ride in a single lane. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the
contrary, the Department of Conservation and Recreation shall permit the operation of
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electric personal assistive mobility devices on any bicycle path or trail designated by the
Department for such use.
§ 46.2-906. Carrying articles or passengers on bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility
devices, electric power-assisted bicycles, and mopeds
No person operating a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric powerassisted bicycle, or moped on a highway shall carry any package, bundle, or article that
prevents the driver from keeping at least one hand on the handlebars. No bicycle shall be
used to carry more persons at one time than the number of persons for which it was
designed or is equipped, except that an adult rider may carry a child less than six years old if
such child is securely attached to the bicycle in a seat or trailer designed for carrying children.
§ 46.2-906.1. Local ordinances may require riders of bicycles, electric personal assistive
mobility devices, and electric power-assisted bicycles to wear helmets
The governing body of any county, city or town may, by ordinance, provide that every
person 14 years of age or younger shall wear a protective helmet that at least meets the
Consumer Product Safety Commission standard whenever riding or being carried on a
bicycle, an electric personal assistive mobility device, or an electric power-assisted bicycle on
any highway as defined in § 46.2-100, sidewalk, or public bicycle path. Violation of any such
ordinance shall be punishable by a fine of $25. However, such fine shall be suspended (i) for
first-time violators and (ii) for violators who, subsequent to the violation but prior to
imposition of the fine, purchase helmets of the type required by the ordinance. Violation of
any such ordinance shall not constitute negligence, or assumption of risk, be considered in
mitigation of damages of whatever nature, be admissible in evidence, or be the subject of
comment by counsel in any action for the recovery of damages arising out of the operation
of any bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, or electric power-assisted bicycle,
nor shall anything in this section change any existing law, rule, or procedure pertaining to
any civil action.
§ 46.2-907. Overtaking and passing vehicles.
A person riding a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted
bicycle, or moped may overtake and pass another vehicle on either the left or right side,
staying in the same lane as the overtaken vehicle, or changing to a different lane, or riding
off the roadway as necessary to pass with safety. A person riding a bicycle, electric personal
assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped may overtake and pass
another vehicle only under conditions that permit the movement to be made with safety. A
person riding a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power-assisted
bicycle, or moped shall not travel between two lanes of traffic moving in the same direction,
except where one lane is a separate turn lane or a mandatory turn lane. Except as otherwise
provided in this section, a person riding a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device,
electric power-assisted bicycle, or moped shall comply with all rules applicable to the driver
of a motor vehicle when overtaking and passing. §
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46.2-908. Registration of bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, and electric
power-assisted bicycle serial numbers
Any person who owns a bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, or electric power
assisted bicycle may register its serial number with the local law-enforcement agency of the
political subdivision in which such person resides.
§ 46.2-932. Playing on highways; roller skates, skateboards, toys, or other devices on wheels
or runners; persons riding bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility devices, electric
power-assisted bicycles, mopeds, etc., not to attach to vehicles; exception
A. No person shall play on a highway, other than on the sidewalks thereof, within a city or
town or on any part of a highway outside the limits of a city or town designated by the
Commonwealth Transportation Commissioner exclusively for vehicular travel. No person
shall use roller skates, skateboards, toys, or other devices on wheels or runners, except
bicycles, electric personal assistive mobility devices, electric power-assisted bicycles, mopeds,
and motorcycles, on highways where play is prohibited. The governing bodies of counties,
cities, and towns may designate areas on highways under their control where play is
permitted and may impose reasonable restrictions on play on such highways. If the highways
have only two traffic lanes, persons using such devices, except bicycles, electric personal
assistive mobility devices, electric power-assisted bicycles, mopeds, and motorcycles, shall
keep as near as safely practicable to the far right side or edge of the right traffic lane so that
they will be proceeding in the same direction as other traffic. No person riding on any
bicycle, electric personal assistive mobility device, electric power assisted bicycle, moped,
roller skates, skateboards, toys, or other devices on wheels or runners, shall attach the same
or himself to any vehicle on a roadway.
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APPENDIX E: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION –
POLICY FOR INTEGRATING BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN
ACCOMMODATIONS
1. Introduction
Bicycling and walking are fundamental travel modes and integral components of an efficient
transportation network. Appropriate bicycle and pedestrian accommodations provide the
public, including the disabled community, with access to the transportation network;
connectivity with other modes of transportation; and independent mobility regardless of age,
physical constraints, or income. Effective bicycle and pedestrian accommodations enhance
the quality of life and health, strengthen communities, increase safety for all highway users,
reduce congestion, and can benefit the environment. Bicycling and walking are successfully
accommodated when travel by these modes is efficient, safe, and comfortable for the public.
A strategic approach will consistently incorporate the consideration and provision of
bicycling and walking accommodations into the decision- making process for Virginia’s
transportation network.
2. Purpose
This policy provides the framework through which the Virginia Department of
Transportation will accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians, including pedestrians with
disabilities, along with motorized transportation modes in the planning, funding, design,
construction, operation, and maintenance of Virginia’s transportation network to achieve a
safe, effective, and balanced multimodal transportation system. For the purposes of this
policy, an accommodation is defined as any facility, design feature, operational change, or
maintenance activity that improves the environment in which bicyclists and pedestrians
travel. Examples of such accommodations include the provision of bike lanes, sidewalks, and
signs; the installation of curb extensions for traffic calming; and the addition of paved
shoulders.
3. Project Development
The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) will initiate all highway construction
projects with the presumption that the projects shall accommodate bicycling and walking.
Factors that support the need to provide bicycle and pedestrian accommodations include,
but are not limited to, the following:
project is identified in an adopted transportation or related plan
project accommodates existing and future bicycle and pedestrian use
project improves or maintains safety for all users
project provides a connection to public transportation services and facilities
project serves areas or population groups with limited transportation options
project provides a connection to bicycling and walking trip generators such as
employment, education, retail, recreation, and residential centers and public facilities
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project is identified in a Safe Routes to School program or provides a connection to
a school
project provides a regional connection or is of regional or state significance
project provides a link to other bicycle and pedestrian accommodations
project provides a connection to traverse natural or man- made barriers
project provides a tourism or economic development opportunity
Project development for bicycle and pedestrian accommodations will follow VDOT’s
project programming and scheduling process and concurrent engineering process. VDOT
will encourage the participation of localities in concurrent engineering activities that guide
the project development.
3.1 Accommodations Built as Independent Construction Projects
Bicycle and pedestrian accommodations can be developed through projects that are
independent of highway construction, either within the highway right-of-way or on an
independent right-of way. Independent construction projects can be utilized to retrofit
accommodations along existing roadways, improve existing accommodations to better serve
users, and install facilities to provide continuity and accessibility within the bicycle and
pedestrian network. These projects will follow the same procedures as those for other
construction projects for planning, funding, design, and construction. Localities and
metropolitan planning organizations will be instrumental in identifying and prioritizing these
independent construction projects.
3.2 Access-Controlled Corridors
Access-controlled corridors can create barriers to bicycle and pedestrian travel. Bicycling and
walking may be accommodated within or adjacent to access-controlled corridors through the
provision of facilities on parallel roadways or physically separated parallel facilities within the
right-of-way. Crossings of such corridors must be provided to establish or maintain
connectivity of bicycle and pedestrian accommodations.
3.3 Additional Improvement Opportunities
Bicycle and pedestrian accommodations will be considered in other types of projects. Nonconstruction activities can be used to improve accommodations for bicycling and walking. In
addition, any project that affects or could affect the usability of an existing bicycle or
pedestrian accommodation within the highway system must be consistent with state and
federal laws.
3.3.1 Operation and Maintenance Activities Bicycling and walking should be considered in
operational improvements, including hazard elimination projects and signal installation.
Independent operational improvements for bicycling and walking, such as the
installation of pedestrian signals, should be coordinated with local transportation and
safety offices. The maintenance program will consider bicycling and walking so that
completed activities will not hinder the movement of those choosing to use these travel
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modes. The maintenance program may produce facility changes that will enhance the
environment for bicycling and walking, such as the addition of paved shoulders.
3.3.2 Long Distance Bicycle Routes Long distance bicycle routes facilitate travel for bicyclists
through the use of shared lanes, bike lanes, and shared use paths, as well as signage. All
projects along a long distance route meeting the criteria for an American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials. (AASHTO) or Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD) approved numbered bicycle route system should provide the
necessary design features to facilitate bicycle travel. Independent construction projects
and other activities can be utilized to make improvements for existing numbered bicycle
routes. Consideration should be given to facilitating the development of other types of
long distance routes.
3.3.3 Tourism and Economic Development Bicycling and walking accommodations can
serve as unique transportation links between historic, cultural, scenic, and recreational
sites, providing support to tourism activities and resulting economic development.
Projects along existing or planned tourism and recreation corridors should include
bicycle and pedestrian accommodations. In addition, the development of independent
projects to serve this type of tourism and economic development function should be
considered and coordinated with economic development organizations at local, regional,
and state levels, as well as with other related agencies. Projects must also address the
need to provide safety and connectivity for existing and planned recreational trails, such
as the Appalachian Trail, that intersect with the state’s highway system.
3.4 Exceptions to the Provision of Accommodations
Bicycle and pedestrian accommodations should be provided except where one or more of
the following conditions exist:
scarcity of population, travel, and attractors, both existing and future, indicate an
absence of need for such accommodations
environmental or social impacts outweigh the need for these accommodations
safety would be compromised
total cost of bicycle and pedestrian accommodations to the appropriate system (i.e.,
interstate, primary, secondary, or urban system) would be excessively
disproportionate to the need for the facility
purpose and scope of the specific project do not facilitate the provision of such
accommodations (e.g., projects for the Rural Rustic Road Program)
bicycle and pedestrian travel is prohibited by state or federal laws
3.5 Decision Process
The project manager and local representatives will, based on the factors listed previously in
this section, develop a recommendation on how and whether to accommodate bicyclists and
pedestrians in a construction project prior to the public hearing. The district administrator
should confirm this recommendation prior to the public hearing. Public involvement
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comments will be reviewed and incorporated into project development prior to the
preparation of the design approval recommendation. When a locality is not in agreement
with VDOT’s position on how bicyclists and pedestrians will or will not be accommodated
in a construction project, the locality can introduce a formal appeal by means of a resolution
adopted by the local governing body. The resolution must be submitted to the district
administrator to be reviewed and considered prior to the submission of the design approval
recommendation to the chief engineer for program development. Local resolutions must be
forwarded to the chief engineer for program development for consideration during the
project design approval or to the Commonwealth Transportation Board for consideration
during location and design approval, if needed for a project. The resolution and supporting
information related to the recommendation must be included in the project documentation.
The decisions made by VDOT and localities for the provision of bicycle and pedestrian
travel must be consistent with state and federal laws regarding accommodations and access
for bicycling and walking.
4. Discipline Participation in Project Development
VDOT will provide the leadership to implement this policy. Those involved in the planning,
funding, design, construction, operation, and maintenance of the state’s highways are
responsible for effecting the guidance set forth in this policy. VDOT recognizes the need for
interdisciplinary coordination to efficiently develop, operate, and maintain bicycle and
pedestrian accommodations. Procedures, guidelines, and best practices will be developed or
revised to implement the provisions set forth in this policy. For example, objective criteria
will be prepared to guide decisions on the restriction of bicycle and pedestrian use of accesscontrolled facilities. VDOT will work with localities, regional planning agencies, advisory
committees, and other stakeholders to facilitate implementation and will offer training or
other resource tools on planning, designing, operating, and maintaining bicycle and
pedestrian accommodations.
4.1 Planning
VDOT will promote the inclusion of bicycle and pedestrian accommodations in
transportation planning activities at local, regional, and statewide levels. These planning
activities include, but are not limited to, corridor studies, small urban studies, regional plans,
and the statewide multimodal long-range transportation plan. To carry out this task, VDOT
will coordinate with local government agencies, regional planning agencies, and community
stakeholder groups. In addition, VDOT will coordinate with the Virginia Department of Rail
and Public Transportation (VDRPT) and local and regional transit providers to identify
needs for bicycle and pedestrian access to public transportation services and facilities.
4.2 Funding
Highway construction funds can be used to build bicycle and pedestrian accommodations
either concurrently with highway construction projects or as independent transportation
projects. Both types of bicycle and pedestrian accommodation projects will be funded in the
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same manner as other highway construction projects for each system (i.e., interstate, primary,
secondary, or urban). VDOT’s participation in the development and construction of an
independent project that is not associated with the interstate, primary, secondary, or urban
systems will be determined through a negotiated agreement with the locality or localities
involved. Other state and federal funding sources eligible for the development of bicycle and
pedestrian accommodations may be used, following program requirements established for
these sources. These sources include, but are not limited to, programs for highway safety,
enhancement, air quality, congestion relief, and special access .VDOT may enter into
agreements with localities or other entities in order to pursue alternate funding to develop
bicycle and pedestrian accommodations, so long as the agreements are consistent with state
and federal laws.
4.2 Design and Construction
VDOT will work with localities to select and design accommodations, taking into
consideration community needs, safety, and unique environmental and aesthetic
characteristics as they relate to specific projects. The selection of the specific
accommodations to be used for a project will be based on the application of appropriate
planning, design, and engineering principles. The accommodations will be designed and
built, or installed, using guidance from VDOT and AASHTO publications, the MUTCD,
and the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG). Methods for
providing flexibility within safe design parameters, such as context sensitive solutions and
design, will be considered. During the preparation of an environmental impact statement
(EIS), VDOT will consider the current and anticipated future use of the affected facilities by
bicyclists and pedestrians, the potential impacts of the alternatives on bicycle and pedestrian
travel, and proposed measures, if any, to avoid or reduce adverse impacts to the use of these
facilities by bicyclists and pedestrians. During project design VDOT will coordinate with
VDRPT to address bicyclist and pedestrian access to existing and planned transit
connections. Requests for exceptions to design criteria must be submitted in accordance
with VDOT’s design exception review process. The approval of exceptions will be decided
by the Federal Highway Administration or VDOT’s Chief Engineer for Program
Development. VDOT will ensure that accommodations for bicycling and walking are built in
accordance with design plans and VDOT’s construction standards and specifications.
4.3 Operations
VDOT will consider methods of accommodating bicycling and walking along existing roads
through operational changes, such as traffic calming and crosswalk marking, where
appropriate and feasible. VDOT will work with VDRPT and local and regional transit
providers to identify the need for ancillary facilities, such as shelters and bike racks on buses
that support bicycling and walking to transit connections. VDOT will enforce the
requirements for the continuance of bicycle and pedestrian traffic in work zones, especially
in areas at or leading to transit stops, and in facility replacements in accordance with the
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MUTCD, VDOT Work Area Protection Manual, and VDOT Land Use Permit Manual
when construction, utility, or maintenance work, either by VDOT or other entities, affects
bicycle and pedestrian accommodations. VDOT will continue to research and implement
technologies that could be used to improve the safety and mobility of bicyclists and
pedestrians in Virginia’s transportation network, such as signal detection systems for bicycles
and in-pavement crosswalk lights.
4.4 Maintenance
VDOT will maintain bicycle and pedestrian accommodations as necessary to keep the
accommodations usable and accessible in accordance with state and federal laws and
VDOT’s asset management policy. Maintenance of bike lanes and paved shoulders will
include repair, replacement, and clearance of debris. As these facilities are an integral part of
the pavement structure, snow and ice control will be performed on these facilities. For
sidewalks, shared use paths, and bicycle paths built within department right-of-way, built to
department standards, and accepted for maintenance, VDOT will maintain these bicycle and
pedestrian accommodations through replacement and repair. VDOT will not provide snow
or ice removal for sidewalks and shared use paths. The execution of agreements between
VDOT and localities for maintenance of such facilities shall not be precluded under this
policy.
5. Effective Date
This policy becomes effect upon its adoption by the Commonwealth Transportation Board
on March 18, 2004, and will apply to projects that reach the scoping phase after its adoption.
This policy shall supersede all current department policies and procedures related to bicycle
and pedestrian accommodations. VDOT will develop or revise procedures, guidelines, and
best practices to support and implement the provisions set forth in this policy, and future
departmental policies and procedural documents shall comply with the provisions set forth
in this policy.
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